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4Introduct ion

lntroduction

Medicine is aimed at preparing trained and trainee
doctors, and trained nurses, who intend to get a job in
medicine. It presents them with English from a wide
variety of medical fields and situations, develops
their communication skills, and provides them with
background in major medical and care concepts. This
Teacher's Book assumes that a teacher of English for
medicine is unlikelyto be a doctor, and information is
given throughout to help with medical terminology.

Check up

This is designed as a warm-up activity to the unit. It
usually consists of a number of pictures and often
introduces key vocabulary or concepts. It should be used
to get students to focus on the topic.

It's myjob
These occur regularly and are all based on authentic
interviews and sources. They are designedto be of interest
to the students as they stand with only minimal tasks.
Students will read about a variety of people in different
medical environments and gain insight into the skills
required.

General focus questions for It's my job are: What do you
think his / her job involves? What skills and experience does
he / she need? Would you like to do it?

As an ongoing project, encourage the class to build up
a portfolio of other It's my job features. For example,
if students have contact with someone who is fully
qualified and works in medicine, they can write their own
It's my job article or interview, with photos.

Patient care

Increasingly in medicine, it is not enough to have
technical skills, qualifications, and knowledge of the field.
Doctors must also be skilled communicators - not only
with fellow care professionals, but with patients and
their family and friends - often about difficult or sensitive
matters. They also need to be able to convey instructions
to patients in a sympathetic but clear way, which can
be extremely demanding. The Patient care feature gives
students practice in these important'soft skills'.

Signs and symptoms

This focuses on common diseases and conditions that
are relevant to the particular unit, providing students
with the vocabulary for describing common signs and
symptoms of iilness.

Top margin

This top part ofthe page contains facts, statistics, and
quotes. These are optional extras and can be used to add
variety and interest to your lessons or provide additional
material for strong students who are'fast finishers'. Ways
of exploitation include asking whether your students are
surprised by the facts and statistics or whether they agree,
disagree, or can identify with the quotes.

There are also definitions for difficult words or phrases
which are important to understand a text which appears
onthe same page.

Vocabulary

Students meet a large amount of vocabulary during the
course. It is important to encourage good learning skills
from the start, for example:

* organizing vocabulary into word sets and word groups
rather than simple alphabetical lists

* understanding the context ofvocabulary and
whether it is a key word needed for production or for
comprehension

* checking and learning the pronunciation of a word or
phrase.

[anguage spot

This focuses on the grammar that is generated by
the topic ofthe unit and concentrates on its practical
application.

If your students need revision after completing the
Language spot, direct them to the Grammar reference,
which provides a handy check.

There is also one photocopiable Grammar test for each
unit in this Teacher's Resource Book.
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Listening, Reading, Speaking, Writing

These activities give realistic and communicative practice
of language skills needed in medicine.

w Inthe listening activities, students are exposedto
situations related to medicine, including doctor-
patient consultations, conversations with colleagues,
and presentations. They also hear a variety of English
accents, both native speaker and non-native speaker.

o In the reading sections, students meet a variety of
medicine-based texts (see Reading bank).

x Inthe speaking sections,tryto ensure use of English
during activities, particularly those involving some
discussion. Encourage this byteaching or revising
any functional language students may need. The
photocopiable activities in this Teacher's Resource Book
also provide additional, freer discussion activities.

x Writing practice inthe units is designed as
consolidation and extension of the topic with
structured, meaningful writing tasks.

Pronunciation

This practises aspects of pronunciationwhich are of
maximum importance for intelligibility.

You can repeat the recordings in the Pronunciation
as often as you like until you and your students feel
confident they have mastered a particular sound or
feature.

Project

This encourages students to take an active role in the
Iearning process, both in terms of their English language
work andthe subject of medicine itself.

Projects can be set as homework assignments, but it is
worth spending time in class preparing students for the
task. Students are usually required to use search engines
such as www.google.comto find information as well as
websites dedicated to medical issues. Help can also be
given by brainstorming some standard places where they
can gather information

Checklist

This allows students to checktheir onm progress.You may
want to get students to grade or assess how well they can
perform each of the 'Can do' statements, e.g.'easily','with
difficultyl or'not at all'. They can also test each other in
pairs, by giving examples from the unit of each of the 'Can

do'statements.

Keywords
These are the main items of medicalvocabulary
introduced in the unit. A definition of each of these words
appears in the Glossary. You should certainly check

students' pronunciation, including the stress, of words
likelyto be used orally.

Usefulreference

This section provides students with useful references
to key medical handbooks where they can find further
information on the topics discussed in the unit.

Reading bank

This is in the middle of the book and gives specific skills
practice in reading. The ability to read and understand
texts in English has never been more important in
medicine than it is today with the amount of written
information available on the internet, the majority of
which is in English. The reading texts are accompanied by
pre-reading tasks and comprehension questions. They can
be used throughout the course, either in class, or as self-
study or homework. There is also an Answer key in the
Student's Book to encourage students to check their work.

Speaking activities

This section contains one or more parts of the information
gap activities fromthe mainunits (see Speaking).

Grammar refelence

This can be used together with the Language spot as a
handy check or revision. It shows the form of a particular
grammar point, briefly explains its use, and provides
example sentences as well as indicating likely student
errors.

Listening sclipts

This is a complete transcript of all the recordings. Direct
students to it for checking answers after they have
completed a Listening task, or allowweaker students to
read it as they listen to a particular recording, perhaps for
afinaltime.

Glossary
This is an alphabetical list of all the Key words. Each word
is followed bythe pronunciation in phonetic script, the
part of speech, and a definition in English.

The section begins with a phonetic chart, with an
example word from medicine to illustrate each of the
sounds.

Abbreviations

A list of common medical abbreviations is included at the
end ofthis Teacher's Resource Book for easv reference.
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Background
This unit looks at communication in an emergency
situation, focusing on processing language (in particular
verbs in the past tense, comparatives and superlatives,
and adverbs) and medical detail rapidly. In such
situations, it is crucial for accurate diagnosis for doctors
and nurses to be able to deal with medical detail in rapid
sequence and to work out the order and the relative
importance of the information.

Third-party interviewing, where the health professional
needs to be able to understand what is said to them
by a third party, i.e. another health professional, a
relative / friend, or a bystander or eyewitness, is also
crucial. The scenarios are set in the street and in the
emergency department in the hospital.

An inability to absorb and respond to information at
speed can affect diagnosis and treatment.

The reading in this unit relates to Continuing Professional
Development in the field of Emergency medicine

which is an important area for doctors and other health
professionals to be aware of and to build on from an early
stage in their career.

The ability to sequence personal detaiis properly is also
necessary. When it comes to applying for a job, your
students need to be able to match their experience and
qualifications to a particular post. And when they have
done this, they need to be able to talk about themselves,
reflecting exactly what they have written, getting the
sequence of the information correct, and highlighting the
detail that is most relevant.

On a cultural note, an awareness ofyour students'
attitudes and the attitude of the culture they come from
towards relating detail about themselves is helpful. You
may find that it is not acceptable for some students to
present themselves in a good light even to get a job. It may
be seen as bad practice and akin to boasting.

Useful refere nce : Oxfo r d H andb o ok of E me r g ency
Medicine,3rd edition, J Wyatt et al.

* Tip
E ncou rage students to ta I  k a bout what
emergency services were l ike in the past
and whatfuture services might be l ike
or what services they would l ike to see
i ntrod uced.

E ndditionalactivity
Ask each group to choose an image,
making sure each group chooses
a different one. If necessary, bring
in additional images of different
emergency services at work sourced
from the internet. Each group prepares a
brieftalk based on an aspect ofthe scene
to last no more than three minutes. One
or more group members present their
:alk to the class and answer ouestions.

Check up
r For I and 2, ask students to work in groups. For 3 and 4, encourage them to

give personal exampies. Ask them to talk about where they are working as
well as their home country.

Ot I  ambulance, motorcycle paramedic,  a i r  ambulance,
bicycle paramedic

2 Air ambulance, bicycle, and motorcycle may be suitable for
inaccessible areas in towns; bicycles and motorcycles can get
through traffic more easily, for example in a congested city centre,
than a standard ambulance, but an air  ambulance needs
space to land. In ma ny cases, more than one type of response may
come into play at one time. The same applies in rural a reas, but areas
that are remote f rom hospi ta ls /  c l in ics may need an ambulance.
In both these last two cases. the air a mbulance is o uicker.
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* Tip
Point out the importa nce of being a ble to
process very basic detai l  at speed. Point
outthe dif ference between the need
for medical accuracy and the need for
l inguist ic accuracy, especial ly in processing
a sequence of information under pressure
in an emergency and also from a third party
ratherthan from a patient.

E additionalactivity
Ask for a volunteer to summarize all
the information for the whole class
with or without looking at the notes.
Or you could ask one student to start
the summary and then choose a fellow
student to continue.

* Tip
Adverbs are important here because they
can give detai l  about the manner /  way in
which something happens.

El additional activity
Ask students to work in pairs or groups
and choose one or more sentences in
2 and explain the importance of the
adverbJrom the medical point of view.
Ask them to discuss how changing the
adverb might affect the diagnosis. Each
group can then share their ideas with
the whole class.

listening I
Listening for detail

e O for I to 4, ask students to listen and write as many details as possible
and compare their answers. When they have finished, ask them to share
their answers with the rest of the class. Pinpoint any areas that students
had difficulty with and if necessary play the recording again, stopping at
details that caused problems.

O; 2 Patient: Mr Stone
Doctor: DrTariq
Paramedic: Amir
Sequence ofevents
Place: walking along the street / Cambridge Street in town
Description of the event: his wife just fainted, tried to get her
upright, started twitching quite violently
Reaction to th€ €v€nt: He fou nd it scary
Before the event: feeling a bit u nwell, had almost fainted, felt a bit
woozy, a bit dizzy, yawning repeatedly, all of a sudden, lying on the
ground, justtired before she fell, eyesight nothing, hearing a bit
funny, wasn't hearing clearly, no vomiting, when she fell, crumpled
to the ground slowly and silently, d id n't cry out, no warning sign at
all, passed out once before about a month ago, hasn't been feeling
well offand on over summer, thought it was the heat.
Afterthe event: €?m€ round very rapidly, dialled 999, a paramedic
appeared almost instant ly,  ambulance almost immediately
afterwards, seizure / epilepsy?
Past events: passed out once before about a month ago

Vocabulary
Adverbs: desctibing how things happened

x Ask the class to identify the adverbs in I and then have them in pairs do 2
and l. For 3, you can ask them to support their choices.

Or I suddenly, violently
2 | abruptly

2 profusely
3 rapidly ( ln a seizure th is would happen slowly.)
4 Embarrassingly
5 convulsivelv
6 clearly
7 typically
8 spontaneously
9 completely

10 rel iably
I  Pat ient :  1,  4,5,  6,9

Medical  professiona |  :  2,  3,7,  8,1O
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El Additional activity
Have students make a list of seven or
eight medical / technical terms that
they want to know the lay terms for.
The students then find out the meaning
from dictionaries, the internet, or fellow
students. Students then check their
words with the rest of the class. Or give
the students in groups the same terms
and ask you to give simpler terms,
e.g.collapse / syncope / associate /
transient / precipitate / palpitations /
tonic / clonic (movements).

lI Additionalactivity
Record two volunteers doing the role-
play and analyse their performance
with the whole class. Remember to
ask the volunteers how they felt about
the role-play and also to give positive
feedback.

* Tip
Aim to have the students combine accuracy
with speed when they practise a nd use the
Ien5e5.

E ldditionalactivity
As an alternative to pairwork in 5,
students work in groups ofthree. The
third person takes notes using the form
on p.115 and then summarizes the notes
orally at the end ofthe role-play. The
othertwo students Iisten and check for
accuracy.
In order to help students empathize
with patients, ask them to adopt a
particular emotional role as a patient
and to adjust the speed oftheir speech
accordingly. The doctor can identifythe
mood / emotion of the patient at the
end.

technical - after the attack
non-technical - seizure
technical-to soil / mess / dirtyyourself
technical- fa int
non-technical - a prodrome
technical -to wet yourself
technical-  ly ingf lat
technical- to twi tch
non-technical  - to discr iminate

Patient Gale
r Have students do I on their own and then 2 in pairs. Encourage the students

to use the Useful expressfons in the dialogue in 2 or to give you other
expressions of their own.

O;a
o
L

d
e
{

I
h
i

Speaking
Ask students to study the notes they made for Iistening J. and then take
turns role-playing a doctor asking questions to elicit the information from
the patient who fainted in the street. Ask them to be prepared to give each
other positive feedback at the end. Monitor the students and give feedback
on the tenses used.

language spot
Rapid tense change

For l-4, ask the students to work individually first and check their answers.
Then go over the answers for each exercise with the whole class, referring
them to the Grammar reference if necessary. Make sure the students are
clear about the sequence of the tenses and the relationships between them.
Look at the Trp.

For 5, ask the students to talk about themselves, encouraging them to use
the full range oftenses.

For 6, as the students do the role-play, take notes. Encourage them to give
each other feedback at the end of the role-play. When the students have
finished, give your own feedback. Look atthe Additional activity.

O? |  ]b 2f  3f  4f  5f  6f  7f  8d 9c 10f l1f  12b 13f
14f 15 e 16f

2lc 2d 8a 9b l5e
3 1 were walking, passed out

2 has never had, experienced
3 had been / was admitted, became
4 has never suffered, has been feeling
5 wasyawning, has not done, fainted
6 had fallen /fell, started, tried
7 was lying, wasn't shaking
8 happened,fel l
9 bit, messed, has been feeling
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I I Wewereeating in a restaurant,when I suddenlyfeltwoozy
and I fainted.This has never happened before.

2 Ahmed had never been il l  before, but he felt unwell
yesterday. He abruptly cried and then passed out.

3 Weweretravell ing bytrain tothe city. He had noteaten since
the morning. He vomited and we came straight here.

4 Mary has been havingfaintingfitsforthe pastfewdays. Shewas
doing a lot of running around when it happened the second
time. She has never had them before. And none ofus have had
them, either.

5 She was getting out of bed when she came over all giddy, but she
had had it before, so we thought nothing of it.

rc Tip
Before the students do the role-play, ask
two students to describe the signs a nd
symptoms in each case to ensure medical
accuracy. Al locate no more than two or
three minutes for each case

* Tip
Encourage students to focus only on the
cri teria they have chosen. But also al low
brief feedback on the medical detai l .

E additionalactivity
Find an internet connection with a video
of a paramedic talking. If you can, play it
on the interactive whiteboard before or
after looking at lt's my job.

Speaking
For l, put the students into groups and ask them to list verbally or on
paperthe main signs and symptoms in each case. Then in 2, students
choose criteria that they want to be examined on in 3. At this stage, limit
the criteria to two. Limit the time for each role-play to five minutes and
feedback to two or three minutes. Then allow students to share ideas with
the whole class.

Or | 1 Fever, cough production of sputum, breathlessness, pleurit ic,
chest pain,  myalgia,  r igors,  haemoptysis.  See Unit  10 on
Respiratory medicine.

2 Perforation, stenosis, slight poisoning, corrosive damage

It's myjob
For l-3, ask the students to work in pairs. In l, you can refer them to the
picture in Check upl and elicit the various aspects of a cycle paramedic's job.
See Additional activity.Elicit advantages llke speed,getting thoughtraffic,
saving lives, accessing difficult areas. Before students do 2, elicit what they
understand by skimming and scanning.

For 4, give each group a large sheet of paper to write down notes to use to
give feedback to the whole class.

Or I I morerapidly
2 more sophisticated
3 simultaneously
4 not mentioned
5 exceed
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El additionalactivity
Give students a list of items, e.g.
e ambulance / bicycle
s hospital / street
e now/inthepast
* accident at home / accident atwork
* city/vi l lage
* airresponse/motorcycle
a pain (now) / ever.
Ask them in groups to compare the
items in any way, writing their answers
on to OHTs, the computer, or large sheets
of paper. Tell them to illustrate the
range of comparative sentences. At the
end, the students look at each other's
sentences.

* Tip
Write up on the board good
examoles of the students 'use of the
comparative / superlat ive for the class to
look at.

l l ldditionalactivity
Before the class, prepare a selection of
equipment that is used in an ambulance
and other rapid responses. In pairs,
students can use them as prompts to
describe to each other the beneflts of
the equipment. Take the pictures from
the students and then select several
at random, getting the students who
discussed them to explain the benefits
to the class.

2 violently 5 lessdrowsy
3 theworst 6 l ivelier

8 shal lower
9 more frequently

language spot
Comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs

Ask the student to Iook at the example in I and then elicit examples of
the comparative and superlative from /t's my job.Students can do 2 and 3
individually, check their answers in pairs, and then compare with the rest
of the class. For 4, ask the students to compare their current lives with the
past using the adjectives given. Monitor student responses, giving quick
guidance without interfering with their conversation.

OF I to request further assistance
more potentially l i fe-threatening, 999 calls elsewhere in the City
which we can negot iate more quickly and easi lythan ambulances
100 per cent of the most serious, 'category A', 999 calls
This response is much quickerthan

I 1 longer 4 more serious / worse 7 wetter

3 1 Heismuch biggerthanthelast t imeyou broughthimtosee us.
2 This is byfarthe best hospital I have ever been in.
3 How does this compare to the most severe pain you've had?
4 lt 's easierto walk nowthan itwas beforethe operation.
5 He was sweating more f less profuselythan before.
6 His heart is beating less irregularlythan before. lt 's almost back

to normal.
7 I 'm pleased.John is lessstressedthan hewas lastyear.
8 He needs more exerciseto getthefull movement back.

Listening 2
Description of an emergency incident

O When students have described the advantages of the equipment, a
defibrillator, in l, they listen in 2 and write down as much detail as possible
When the students have checked their answers in pairs, refer them to the
listening script to check the detail. For 3 and 4, ask the students to write
down the verbs only and then add the missing detail from their earlier
notes to complete the sequence of information.

Students then discuss the efficacy of this type of response in their
respective countries (5).

Or I Possibleanswer
It saves l ives while waiting for an ambulance totransport someone
to hospital.

2 See the l istening script on p.128.
3 and 4 3 lost (consciousness)

5 dial led (999)
6 began (attempts to resuscitate him)
9 (was able to) restart
11 took (Mr Edwards to hospital)
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x Tip
Askstudentsto make a l istof act ivi t ies
that might be involved in Continuing
Professional Development in answerto l .3,
Ask them what act ivi t ies they have done
themselves and what they intend to do.
When they have f in ished the reading
exercises, ask them to look at the l ist agai n
and addto i t  i f  theywant.
Students ca n keep a copy ofthe I ist a nd
refer /  add to i t  th roughout the cou rse.

* Tip
Cet student to d iscuss the d ifferent ways
posts are advert ised and f i l led in theirown
countr ies or where they are working.

x Tip
Make surethatthe students 'work is
individual and that they do not copy each
other. Point out that in the UK, the iob
market is very competitive.

* Tip
Refer the students to the q uotat ion at the
top of p.112 in Medicine 7: Know thyself
( in Creek). Remind students that the
application detai ls must match whatthey
sav at interview.

Reading
w Students do 1-3 in pairs, groups, or individually, checking their answers

with the whole class at the end of each exercise. For l, allow five to ten
minutes or longer if the students look as if they want to continue talking.

Or I  2 Medicineischangingrapidlywith advances intechnologyand
new treatments. 5o it is easy for health professionals to get
left behind if they don't keep up to date.

2lundergo 4inst i tute Tneeds
2 drawuo 5 under l ie
3 amend 6 relevant

I 1 Not all (ratherthan All)
2 CMC {Ceneral  MedicalCounci l )

(not the College of Emergency Medicine)
3 Removethe word considerably asthere are many contributors

not just one which is making a huge contribution.
4 complements (not replaces)
5 each doctor {notthe College of Medicine)

Proiect
For l-3, ask students to work in groups and pool their experience or use the
internet to find information. Ask each group to write notes on a large sheet
of paper. Give them a time Iimit of fifteen to twenty minutes and get them
to give feedback to the whole class through a spokesperson.

Or I A job specification, or job spec, is a description of a post to which
applica nts match thei r experience, education, qualif ications,
and q ualit ies a nd state why they a re suita ble for the post.

Wdting
Ajob application

Students look at the extract from a job application form or ask the students
to find job applications in their specialty areas. Askthemto write a
description of their suitability for the post. The students should write the
description on their own; their answer should be individual to them.

Speaking
Students work in pairs and give their job applications to their partner,
who questions them on their experience and suitability for the post.
Encourage the students not to copy each other and to make sure what they
say matches their description without sounding as if they are reciting the
details.

Checklist
See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabularv notebooks.
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Background
Accidents due to various causes are common
presentations at anyAccident & Emergency department
in the UK, with the commonest cause of injury among
children being falls, many of which can be prevented. See
Reading on p.17 and the second reading passage in the
Reading bank onp.53. The former looks at accidents in
various places and the latter at accidents at work.

The ability, therefore, to talk about various types
of accidents, from minor injuries to more serious
presentations like fractures, is a necessary skill in the
communication armoury of health professionals working
in clinics, hospitals, and GP surgeries.

This unit takes the students through a process from
the description of different types of fractures to the
explanation to the patient. The students need to know
the names of the different types of fractures so they can
talk about them among themselves and also to be able
to explain to the patient. From a medical point of view,
the description of a fracture needs to follow a partlcular

pattern so that it is easily understood by anyone
anywhere. This is also looked at.

Patient language used to describe how accidents happen
is included, i.e. the colloquial language Iike verbs that
patients can use to describe the cause like trip, smash,
bang, twist,etc. which can lead to partlcular types of
fractures.

Understanding tenses together as in the previous unit is
a feature ofthis unit. The tenses that patients use at the
time of presentation, namelythe Present Simple, Present
Continuous, and Present Perfect, are dealt with.

When patients go home, they may not necessarily be fully
aware of when they should come back to the hospital if
there are any developments. As part of the'safety netting'
process, students need to point out to patients the need
to come back if anything unusual happens. This has to be
done in a polite waythat does not frightenthe patient but
makes them aware of the urgency of the situation.

Useful referencet Oxford Handbooh of Emergency
Medicine,3rd edition, Wyatt et al.

x Tip
You can usethe i l lustrat ions as prompts for
role-play at the end of the u n i t  by way of
revision.

Check up
For l-3, put the students into groups. In 2, encourage them to give the most
likely injury in each case.

Or 2 Possible answers
a Colles'fracture / broken wrist
b broken hip
c mult ip le/var ious in jur ies/  broken l imbs /  cuts /  bruises
d sprained / twisted /  broken ankle

3 Al I accidents are preventable, but it is diff icult to stop all of them.
Accidents l ike the ones i l lustrated are diff icult to prevent in
al l  cases. l t  is  only natural  when fal l ingto put one's hands out.
Safety measures in the home can possibly preventthe accident
in i l l  ustration b. The accident shown in c is diff icult to stop if
chi ldren are unsupervised and the accident in d can happen
to anyone.
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* Tip
As a variat ion for 2, ask the students to
choose a type offractu re for thei r pa rtner
to explain orto describe a case they have
treated.

E additionalactivity
As a follow-up or prior to the class, ask
students to find images or drawings
of each fracture. Create a three-way
pelmanism exercise. Put the images, the
types offractures, and the explanations
on separate cards. Mark the back ofthe
cards 1 / a / A. Have a master set for the
board and / or one set for each group. To
save time, ask the students to create a
set for each group. Ask the students in
groups to match the three cards related
to each fracture.

* Tip
ln Listening2, playthe recording a second
time, stoppi ng to hel p students check the
tenses. Then i f  necessary, play i t  aga i  n so
the students can hearthe conversations at
natural  speed.

E ldditionalactivity
Have the students role-play the
conversations in the listening,
developing them as theywish.

E ldditionalactivity
Ask the students in pairs to use the
sentences in Ia nguage spot 4 as a guide
and write at Ieast three texts about
recent cases they have encountered,
preferably with the theme of accidents.
Eachtext should include at least
one of the following tenses: Present
Continuous, Present Simple, and Present
Perfect. Check the work of each pair.
The students then find another partner
to whom they say / read the texts.
The partner identifies the tenses in
sequence.

Vocabulary
Fractures

* Ask students to do I on their own and then to check it in pairs. Check the
answers with the whole class. For 2, students work in pairs and follow the
instructions. You might want to do one as example with the whole class.

Or l1e 2f  3h 4c 5d 6a 7b 8g

listening I
Understanding verb tenses

O Students match the three conversations to a Dicture in I and then
identify the tenses in 2.

O; l lb 2a3c
2 t hurt c give b happen a

2 hurt b break c look a
3cryb fracturec

Language spot
Talking about the present

6) for I and 2, ask students to listen, decide who is speaking and the topic
of the conversation, and then identify the tenses. AIIow them to discuss
their answers in pairs first, followed by a whole class discussion. Students
can then explain why the tenses are used in l. After checking the answers,
ask the students to do 4 on their own. Check the answers in pairs and then
finally wlth the whole class.

OF | 1 Doctor- oain in the arm
2 Patient- painfultoe
3 Doctor/  Nurse-a chi ld who hasfal len outofatree

2 I Present Continuous 3 Present Simple 2 Present Perfect l
2 Present Continuous 1 Present Simple 2 / 3 Present Perfect2 / 3
3 Present Continuous 3 Present Simple 2 Present Perfect l

| 1 @*m- I 'vejust slammed
Z i+eomirybaek- has come back
3 *qythng:Fhappeffig - a nything ha ppens
+ t{rc-yusffi - l'm just waiting
5 fffier#s-lt's mending
6 deyo*egin- a re you beginning
7 fimmebilize- l've immobilized
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* Tip
Checkthe students understand the words
by asking questions or describingthem
using the same or a d i f ferent word in the
se ntences: What is the verb you can use
when you are wolking along the street and
catch yourfoot in o loose paving stone?
You _. / I wos walking along the street
when myJoot caught on a loose poving
stone.l  _.

E ndditionalactivity
Ask the students to find examples of
X-rays from the internet / textbooks.
If you have an interactive whiteboard,
call up examples from the internet.
Use the images in the same way as in
Speaking.Or ask students to analyse the
X-rays in pairs / groups and then discuss
as a whole class. Or ask individual
students to give an impromptu mini-
presentation of an X-ray to the whole
class and answer questions. Then check
the answers.

Vorabulary
Causes of injury

o Students match the verbs to the appropriate sentence in I either
individually or in pairs. Then in 2, ask them to describe an injury from I that
thev have treated.

O; | 1 tripped,fell
2 stumbled,twisted
3 stubbed
4 banged, smash
5 twisted

6 sl ipped, landed
7 went over
8 dislocated
9 squashed

10 pul led

b afracturedtoe

Speaking
Students start by identifying the types offracture in the X-rays in l. Then
in pairs, for 2, they create their own history for a patient using one of the
X-rays as a prompt. For 3, students swap partners to work with someone
with the other X-ray and take the history from each other, explaining the
X-rayin{.

Cr I a aColles'fracture

It's my job
For I and 2, get the students to work in pairs. When you have checked the
answers, have students do I and 4 in groups. Ask each group to volunteer a
spokesperson to share information with the class.

Or 2 1 theA&Edepartment
2 a must-have
3 to provide information in ordertoalterthe managementofthe

patient and the outcome of the disease
4 to help confirm a diagnosis, exclude something important,

define the extent, and monitor the progress of a disease
5 Withoutthe benefit of being ableto examinethe patient,

al lof  this detai l  is crucial .
6 Each day hisschedule isful l  as hetr iesto balancethe needsand

priorities of d ifferent depa rtments.

Wdting
Describing a fracture
Students do l-3 in pairs. Or they can do them by themselves and then
compare their answers with a partner.

Or | 5 namethetype of fracture (e.g. simple, spiral)
6 mention any intra-articular involvement
7 describe deformity (e.g. displacement)from anatomical position
8 state grade or classification of fracture (e.g Garden lV)
9 state presence of any complications

2 29-year-old = age
Motorcyclist = how it occurred
Type 1 = the type offracture
Left humerus = name of bone



Displaced = deformity
Humeral  shaft  = posi t ion

* Tip
When students are speaking, use i t  as an
opportunityto learn from them. Listen
as they speak and as well  as identi fying
examples of good practice and corrections
to point out atthe end ofthe activi ty, col lect
one ortwo medical  pointsthatyou would
l ike c lar i f icat ion on. Dothis regular ly.The
students wil l  l ike doing i t .  They wil l  benefi t
from explaining and you wil l  benefi t  by
bui ld ingyour knowledge. But remember
at al l t imes that no matter how much you
know, you must be careful not to interfere
with the medical  s ide.

* Tip
Videothe students and give whole c lass
feedback. Ask the students i fyou can keep
the recording as a sample and for use with
other students.

E ndditionalactivity
Do not assume that students will
understand what skimming means.
Many doctors may be used to learning
texts by heart as a result oftheir
professional education and educational
traditions in their culture. The practice of
relaxing enough to'touch a text lightly'
may not be easy.
Find another text (medical or non-
medical). Ask the students to expiain
to you what they understand by
skimming. Showthemhowto skim by
looking at the content words like nouns
and verbs only. Get them to underline
these words and then read these to each
other in pairs and / or to the whole class
and see how much they understand.
Repeat this activity as it will take time
for students to have enough confidence
to relax.

E ndditionalactivity
Ask students to col lect images of
places that have potential to cause
accidents, e.g. spi l t  water on a f loor,
a high stepladder in a room, a pond in a
garden. Collect some yourself. Use these
as prompts for 2inListening 2 and keep
them for future use.

No neurovascular compromise = presence / absence of
compl icat ions
lntra-articular involvement and grade or classification of fracture
not given.

3 a)4o-year-old female police officer with a fracture of the distal
metaphysis of  the lef t  radius (known as a Col les ' f racture).
Note that the wrist a nd hand are heavily affected by rheumatoid
arthr i t is  - there are abnormal i t ies in several  bones ( includingthe
distal  u lna) and bone destruct ion.

b) 4o-year-old female police officer with comminuted fracture of
the proximal phalanx of  the r ight  hal lux.  There is lateral
angulat ion of  the distal f ragment leadingto a valgus deformity.

Speaking
Get students to identify the X-rays in I and check their answers in the
upside down box. For 2-4, students prepare a presentation as instructed.
Once the students have given the presentation, they invite questions from
the rest ofthe class. The class then gives feedback choosing from the criteria
Iisted. Encourage students to use their own knowledge, refer to the Oxford
Handbook of Emergency Medicine, or refer to the internet.

Reading
Students can do l-/l individually, in pairs, or in groups with the answers
being checked as a whole class afterwards.

OF 21C 2D 3A 48
3 1 stipulated

2 fatalit ies
3 in the lower socio-economic groups
4 advocating
5 routinely
6 frailty
7 present ingto

4 1 five- to fourteen-yearolds
2 the lower socio-economic groups
3 They should have a mult i factor ia l fa l ls  r isk assessment and

should be considered for interventions includingthoseto improve
their strength and balance and remove any home hazards.

4 misuse of  equi  pment /  a ppl ia nces and chip pan f i res
5 infection and needle-stick injury

Listening 2
Accident prevention measures

O Students listen and check their answers for l. Then in pairs or groups
they do 2. They then give feedback to the whole class.

Or I  Tick 2,  3,4,6,and7.
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E ndditionalactivity
Get students to work in groups and
write at least three fclauses,e.g.If your

finger swells up, ... on to a large sheet
of paper. Check that all the stems are
correct. Then display all ofthe sheets for
the whole class, who then complete the
sentences.

* Tip
As a whole class, el ici t  from the students
examples of good practice in giving
feed back. Cet them to explain why the
feedback was good and then choose
examples of feedback that can be improved
on a nd el ici t  suggestions for doing so.

language spot
Saying what's necessary politely but firmly

r Ask students to do the exercise and refer them to the Grammar reference if
necessary.

OT 1 come back /you need to come back
2 Don't hesitate to
3 raise / you need to raise
4 you need to come back / come back
5 don't wait, just come in / you need to come in
6 don't leave it
7 you need to get / getyourself /don't hesitateto getyourself
8 we're goingto need to replace /we need to replace

Speaking
r After identifying the common injuries in l, students create a history for

the patient in groups in 2. They then find a partner from another group in 3
and take turns taking the history from each other using an illustration as a
prompt. After the role-play, students should use the feedback grid.

Or I a cutfinger
b swel l ing of  the ankle
c swollen face with bruising around the nose and eyes
d scalds /  burn
e broken leg
f abrasion

Checklist
* See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'

pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
The images in Check up set the scene for this unit with the
focus on potential sports injuries. Sporting actlvity, llke all
things, has two sides. People can do sport for the benefit of
their health, but unsupervised practice for many people
can lead to unwanted injuries, and among professionals
accidents can happen, even ifthey are careful and
seasoned athletes. Moreover, if people are'addicted'
to sport, they may not want to stop exercising, even
when they are injured. Preventing people from injuring
themselves further requires the development of delicate
skills in the art of persuasion.

This unit looks at asking different types of questions,
including open and closed questions, along with
colloquial language and the art of persuasion by giving
patients gentle warnings.

Open and closed questions were covered inMedicine L on
p.77 and you might want to refer your students to this. Be
careful about making assumptions about the students'
ability to use different types of questions, even if they
have come across them before.

Students may rarely use open questions and indeed other
types of questions and be inclined to stick primarily to
closed questi ons or yes / no questions. For second or third
language speakers of English, the use of closed questions
may be 'safer'. The reason for this is that with open
questions, patients give a lot of information that doctors
or nurses may find difficuit to process instantly and so
they may miss vital information.

So before each role-play, it will help your students if you
adopt the habit of eliciting the types of questions they
should use.

Gentle persuasion through pointing out potentially
'dangerous'situations to the patient is another area
covered in the unit. Doctors may not be used to dealing
with'challenges'from the patient in the form of excuses
for not agreeing with suggested treatments or a course
of action. This lack of concordance may cause further
damage to the patient, so it is important for your students
to be aware of and to be able to manipulate this skill.

Useful reference: Oxford Handbook of Sport and Exercise
Me dicine, MacAuley (ed).

* Tip
Encou rage students to develop thei r cr i t ica I
th inking ski l ls  bycreat ing quest ions related
to each image: lsthe person injured? Did
the person injure themselves? ls the person
proneto injury? lsthe injury likelyto happen
to ordinary people not involved in these
activities? ts the injury likely to happen
again? Will it happen to other people
involved in the same activity?
Such quest ions can be used to help analyse
data, si tuations, etc. to help the students
examine them rather than accept ing them
at face va I ue.

Check up
Students work in pairs or groups for l-3, and then in groups for 4. In the
whole class feedback for I and 2, encourage students to develop their
critical thinking skills. See the ftp.

Or 21b 2aorc 3aorc 4d
3 a running-skin grazing, sprains,stressfractures

b ru gby - broken bones, ca u I if lower ea rs, cracked ri bs
c footbal l -cuts,  bruises,  leg in jur ies
d gym - lower back in jur ies,  tendini t is ,  muscle strain

I Advantages might be working in different settings outside
a hospital l ike a sports facil i ty or travell ing with a team.
A disadvantage might be isolation from a medical team and
diff iculty in career progression, if outside the formal hospital
setting.
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H ndditionalactivity
When students have finishedthe
section, ask them to look at the listening
script in pairs and create a'Spot the
difference' activity by making their
own changes to the script. Or you can
choose a script from another source, e.g.
a case report. Ask the students in pairs
to read their script with the changes to
the whole class while the latter listens
and notes the changes. This can be done
several times and also with the class
divided into groups.

* Tip
l fyou have access to a digital recorder and
it is appropriate to do so, record the role-

play in 3. Remem ber to keep i t  safe a nd ask
if  you can use i t  again in future classes. Or
turn the images in 2 into a video and playto
the students so they can match the actions
to the i  nstruct ions. Be sensit ive to cu l tura I
issues in makingthe video, especial ly as
regards showingthe soles of feet.

E additionalactivity
Create a master list of lay terms that
is updated and emailed to students
regulariy. Encourage one ofthe students
to be responsible for maintaining the
Iist.

listening I
Spot the difference

* O for I and 2, ask students to write notes, then check their answers with
the listening script and state what the differences are. Students can answer
3 and 4 as the whole class or in pairs followed by whole class discussion.

Or I Seethe listeningscripton p.129.
2 The details that are different are that the patient mentions going

tothe gym and that goingthere is more of a problem than work.
3 In conversation A,the doctor asks closed questions. In B,the doctor

asks a mixture of questions.The doctor uses an imperative {Tell me
a bit more about rt) like an open question, to encourage the patient
to speak.

4 B uses a more patient-centred approach inthatthedoctor
encouragesthe pat ientto speak ratherthan just askingclosed
questions thal require yes / no answers. The approach in B is
therefore better.

Vocabulary
Verbs of movement

In l-3, students focus on giving instructions to check limb movement.
For l, elicit the instructions from the whole class. Or ask students to work
in pairs / groups and then list sample instructions on the board. When
students have matched the instructions in 2 to the pictures, ask them to use
the images in 3 to do the role-play usingthe Useful expressions.

Or 2 a5 bl  c12 d6 e2 f10 98 hl l  i9 j3 k7 14

Signs and symptoms
Patient vocabulary

Elicit the answer to I from the whole class. Students can then do 2 and 3 in
pairs with the answers being checked after each exercise.

O'r I bullae The colloquialterm is blister.
2lshoulder 2neck 3armpit  4 leg 5hand 6foot

7 feet 8 hands 9 back 10 arm, leg
| (adhesive) capsulitis-frozen shoulder

furuncle - boil
bullae - blisters
hyperkeratosis - ca | | uses
torticollis -wry neck
paraesthesia -tingling (pins and needles)
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* Tip
Afterthe students have f inished the
activities inthe Languoge spot, refer them
to the quote at the top of p.22 and have
them discuss i t  as a whole c lass.

E ldditionalactivity
As a variation of 5, ask students in
pairs / groups to write their own
dialogue with the instruction to include
examples of all the question types in
2. Either agree a scenario beforehand
or give students complete freedom
to choose their ovvn. When they have
finished, ask them to swap their
dialogue with another pair / group
to check ifthey have included all the
question types. The students can then
summarize the contents of each other's
dialogues in groups or for the whole
class.

Language spot
Types of questions

* Ask students to do I on their own and then check the answers with the
whole class. Follow the same procedure for 2 and l. I can be done as
pairwork exercises and 5 and 6 in groups. For 5, you might want to get
the students to do this directly on to a computer for projection on to an
interactive whiteboard. If you don't have an interactive whiteboard, use
OHTs or large sheets of paper from a flip chart.

O'r f ' l Haveyoufallenover?
2 Can you tell me ifyou tripped in the street?
3 Did you hurtyourself? / Areyou hurt?
4 What doyou think is the problem?
5 Whowas/ isaround when the pain the pain set/sets in?
6 Could you describe what happened for me?
7 How long haveyou had the chest pain?
8 Are there any other thin gs you d I i ke to talk about?
9 What else areyou concerned about?

10 Wasthe phlegm brown,yellow, orgreen?
2la 2a 3a 4d 5a 6b 7f  8d 9c 10f
| 1 Where does it hurt?

2 Canyou tell me how it all started?
3 What's it like now?
4 Didyou knockyourself?
5 When isthe pain at its worst?
6 How long haveyou had it?
7 ls there anything elseyou can tell me about it?

I Possible answers
1 Whatcan ldoforyou?
2 And what's the matter?
3 How long's it been botheringyou?
4 Haveyou had it before?
5 Can you describe it for me?
5 And where doyou get the pain exactly?
7 Doesitgoanywhere?
8 Does anything make it better orworse?
9 And areyou st i l lgoing?

l0 (And)Areyou doing anything?
t lt could be more patient centred with one ortwo open questions.
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x Tip
Remind students to use a range ofquestion
types before they sta rt.
As the students do the role-play, make a
note ofgood examples ofopen and closed
questions. Try to get the students to create
the sequence ofturns in the dialogue to
i l lustrate the questions in context, helping
them where necessarv.

* Tip
Point out the meaning of et a/: 'and others'.

El ldditionalactivity
After students have finished 2, ask one
or more of them to summarize the
information using the names.

* Tip
Also look for other texts with names and
research or research f indings, etc.for
students to practise match i  ng. For a n
exam ple, see the Read i ng ba nk, p.55.

Speaking
Students do the role-play in l. Then after giving feedback on the questions
the students used, have them do the role-play. At the end ofeach role-play,
ask them to give each other feedback on two or more criteria agreed in
advance. You may want to ask students to role-play the dialogue without
referring to the dialogue inLanguage spot 4. Ask them to read the dialogue
in Language spot 4 again when they have finished.

Ask one or more pairs to do the role-play in front of the class, giving
feedback. Always ask the students who performed the role-play to give
feedback on their orm performance. Then invite comments about room for
imDrovement from the class.

Reading
After doing I and 2, students can do 3 in groups. For 2, point out how
important it is to be able to sort and categorize information in this way for
reading in general and when taking notes.

Inthe group discussion in 3, encourage abstract discussion, encouraging
students to talk about people, cases, and situations in general that they
have encountered rather than personalizing the discussion. Example
phrases: PeopIe / Patients can ... / ... be persuaded / It isn't easy ...

O? | 1 weight-bearing
2 large-scale
3 longitudinal

2 1 Creendaleetal
2 Pastoretal

4 competitive 7 sports-related
5 research
6 significant
3 Chengetal  5 Ryanetal
4 Mi l ler  et  a l

Listening 2
Patient attitude

O After doing I as a lead-in, students listen and map the patient's and the
doctor's attitude in 2 and 3. If necessary play the recording more than once,
stopping the second time at specific places to isolate a particular attitude.

For 4 and 5, you may want to check if the students can answer before they
listen again.

Or I The patient looks exasperated.
2 d annoyed 2

e uncooperative 3
g friendly'l
h receptive 4

3 cand dthroughoutandthen e
4 2,3,4,6,7
5 1,2,4,6,7
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* Tip
When students role-playthe exchange in
3, ask them to adopt a n 'att i tudel use thei r
own responses i f they can, and getthem to
develop one ofthe exchanges in their own
way.

EI ndditionalactivity
To help students develop an awareness
ofthe rhythm of sentences, ask them
to say the words that carry a secondary
stress first and then repeat the sentence,
e.g.l tell little more all happened.

* Tip
Elici t  seven model questions for 4 and write
them on the board and practise the stress
and rhythm.

* Tip
Cive other examples of the greater
frequency of unstressed syl la bles in speech.

E Additionalactivity
Have students work in pairs and create
their own scenarios similar to the one
in 3. Theyvwite them out in full ortype
them on computers. Check the scenarios
for mistakes. Students swap stations
with other pairs and take turns role-
playing. Ask the students ifyou can keep
copies of the scenarios forfuture use.
Repeat this exercise in future lessons to
build your bank of scenarios.

Patient Gare
* Once students have given their own replies to the excuses in t, get them to

match the doctor's replies in 2 to the excuses in l. Then have them practise
answering the patients' excuses.

Or 2a4 b8 c2 d3 el  f7 96 h5

Pronunciation
Main stress

* O Students predict where the main stress will be in the text in italics in
I and then listen in 2 to see if they are correct. When they have checked
answers, get the students to practise saying the statements as in l. In 4
and 5, students prepare questions for the suggested scenario in pairs and
then change partners to role-play the case history. Give feedback on the
pronunciation and then look at 6 as a whole class exercise.

Or 2 2 Butifyourchild's moodchanges inanyway, makesureyou
contact us immediately.

3 but I can't. I haveto goto my bestfriend's parlythis evening.
4 But l'm afraid you do need to be careful.
5 I 'm not sure but lthink I 've torn a l igament in myfoot.

It 's swollen and I can't get my shoe on.
6 I've had it since the week before last, here on the heel of my hand.
7 And you need to have someone to go home with you and stay

with you forthe next 24 hours as well.
5 Sentence 2 -for emphasis.

There are fewer lexical items like nouns and more grammatical
items like the, in, at, a.

Speaking
The speaking section has two parts: I and 2 and }-5. After checking the
points onthe head injurywarning cardwhichwere covered inListening 2,
students work in groups of three taking turns to role-play the conversation,
with the third student monitoring the student in the doctor role. Ask the
students to give feedback as before. In 3 and 4, ask students to make a list of
warnings for the parent and then in 5 to role-play the scenario, sticking to
the attitude indicated. Students give feedback as before.

Of, | Points covered
Ensure a responsible person is available to keep an eye on you for
the next 24 hours and showthem this card.
Rest for the next 24 hours.
Dotake painkillers such as paracetamolto relievepain and headache.
DO NOT DRINK alcoholforthe next 24 hours.
Vomiting
Disturbance of vision
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Writing
Head injury warning instructions

r In I and 2, students write the instructions for a sports centre and then
role-play the scenario in I in the previous section again. Check for
improvements.

Checkllst
o See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'

pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
This unit covers language and scenarios relatedto
the field of obstetrics. Students look at lay words and
technical terms related to talking about pregnancy and
giving birth. From the communication point of view, the
unit deals with 'small talk' as a means of establishing
rapport with the patient.'Small talk', as the word small
implies, is talking about minor / everyday things like the
weather as a means of beginning a case history.

The subjects that form part of the small talk are safe
subjects which, if the doctor knows the patient well, he /
she can broaden out. However, like all good things, too
much can cause problems, so it is important for students
to gauge when to stop. Obviously, this will depend on
the patient's relationship with the doctor and vice versa.
As a general rule, no more than three turns for each

participant in the dialogue; otherruise it is in danger of
straying into the territory ofbeing personal.

Apart from small talk, other areas of communication that
feature in this unit are pronunciation, where location
ofthe nucleus in a chunk ofa sentence is looked at. and
modal verbs used as a means of negotiation.

The modal verbs are Iooked at from the point of view of
their function and how they are used to show conclusion,
persuasion, expectation, possibility, necessity, obligation,
and permission. They are presented in questions withthe
effect of making them less direct and more conciliatory,
hence the focus on negotiation.

The writing focuses on writing an argumentative essay.

Useful reference: Oxford Handbook of Clinical Specialties,
8th edition, Collier et al.

* Tip
Get the students to d raw conclusions from
each picture, e.g.The people / woman in
the photo must be ... , because ... . 6et them
to think where they might make wrong
assumptions, e.g. the woman in each is
marr ied and cal l them Mrs.  Orthe woman
may want or not want to have a baby.

E ldditionalactivity
Before the lesson, look up various forms
of data on the web related to childbirth /
mortallty, etc. Give the same set of
data or different sets to the students in
groups. Give them five to ten minutes
and ask them to prepare a summary and
a description ofthe data. Sources are
ONS.co.uk and Eurostat (epp.eurostat.
ec.europa.eu).

Check up
o Students work in pairs for l-3. As they look at l, remind them of the

questions they used to analyse the images inCheck up in the previous unit.
Look at the Trp here for further development of criticai thinking. For 2 and
3, students may not be aware of statistics and it is possible there are none
available. For these last two, encourage more abstract discussion rather
than personalizing.

Or I  a CPpre-counsel l ingayoungwoman
b pregnantwoman meeting her midwife
c newborn babywith umbilical cord sti l l  attached
d ante-natal exercise class
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* Tip
Accessing conversations even in one's own
language is a ski l l .  Showthe students how
they can catch certain words l ike nouns
and verbs ratherthan l isteningto every
detai l  when they want to work out what's
going on. Point out the difference between
hearing (passive) and l istening (active) and
the fact that as in reading they just need
to 'skim'the spoken words to get a general
idea.

E ldditionalactivity
Select a medical text related to obstetrics
or a text for lay people. Give both texts
to the students in groups and ask them
to select seven words from the medical
text that are technical and seven from
the second that are colloquial. Ask the
students to give layterms or explain
the medical terms and vice versa for the
colloquial terms.
Add any words to the list of colloquial
Ianguage.

* Tip
Add col loquia I expressions to the class
master l ist.

E ndditionalactivity
Develop the role-play in I by asking
the students taking the patient role to
assume an attitude.

Listening
Taking details

f) for t and 2, ask students to work out what the conversation is about and
give reasons. Students then insert the phrases in 3 in the relevant place and
then listen and check their answers in the first part of the dialogue in 4.

For the rest of the dialogue, students predict who would say the sentences /
phrases in 5 and state what they think they mean. Students listen and then
check their answers in 6. In 7, to round offthis section, ask the students to
discuss the question in groups.

O.; I The patient is pregnant.
2 Canyou rememberwhenyour last period was?

Soyou thinkyou've missed one?
I do feel a bit sick most mornings, and my breasts feel a bittender.

3 1 I'm expecting
2 We've been tryingfor ages
3 l'm as regular as clockwork
4 popto

5 I Doctor-You'refourweeks pregnant
2 Doctor-We can usually see more clearly
3 Patient-l understand
4 Patient - | do miss meals when I am in a hurry
5 Doctor - There a re certa i n th i ngs you need to keep away from
6 Patient - | haven't drunk excessively for ages

? Doctor was friendly- smalltalk * but could have asked more open
type q uestions or asked the patient why they think so.

Signs and symptoms
Lay words and medical terms

In l, ask the students to work out the meaning and then in 2, match the
technical terms to the sentences. For 3, ask the students to role-play
short dialogues reassuring the patient. Encourage them to use the Uselul
expressions.

O; 2 1b 2d 3e 4a 5f  6c 7g 8j  9 i  loh
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rc Tip
Reinforce the importance and eff icacy of
relaxingthe students by role-playing how
not to greet you, e.g. a student meeti  ng
a teacher in the street and the student
starts ta lking about their homework or a n
exam without saying hel lo or any in i t ia l
p leasantr ies.  Then demonstrate smal l
ta lk in a medical  set t ing using one of  the
examples in the exercises.

E additionalactivity
A usefuI activity might be to show
students how too much smali talk can
cause problems. Demonstrate small talk
that goes on too long. Get the students to
do it and ask them how it feels and then
get themto do it correctly-lasting no
more than two or three turns. Ask them
to think how the patient might interpret
this: Is the patient annoyed? Or does the
doctor know what he / she is doing? Is he /
she anxious? Or is the patient anxious and
does he/ she want to get on with it?

* Tip
Encouragethe students notto wr i tetheir
a nswers in their books for th is exercise,
but in an exercise book. When they have
done the exercise, ask students to read the
sentences in turn to each other in pairs
without looking at the answers and see i f
they can supplythe answers automatical ly.
Checkthe whole class randomlv in this wav.

Speaking
p Use the illustrations in I as a means of introducing the concept of small

talk. In 2, students think about topics to avoid. Ask students to decide how
they would develop the small talk scenarios in 3 and then do the matching
exercise in 4. Students answer 5 and then do the role-play in 6.

O.r I Possible answers
a The weather's quite bad today. / ls it sti l l  raining?
b lt 's really quite hot out there, isn't it?
c You look very welltoday.
d Thetraffic's bad todayfor some reason. lt looks as if ...
e I can see you are a ... supporter.

2 Polit ics, religion, and personal detail
4 1b 2c 3e 4aandg 5h 6d 7f  8aandg
5 No morethan twoorthreeexchanges; otherwise,there is a danger

i t  wi l l  turn into a chat l
Simple strategies to bring small talk to an end: OK. / 6reat! / So ...

Vocabulary
Technicalterms

:, Ask students to complete the sentences in I and then prepare the mini-
presentation in 2 and the impromptu presentation in 3.

Gr | 1 contractions,cervix,dilated
2 dilation, descends, pelvis
3 placenta, spontaneously, retained
4 mother, foetal, ultrasound
5 l ie,  longi tudinal ,  fundus
6 Antepartum, defined, gestation
7 Birth, l i ft ing, traction
8 obstetric, associated, haemorrhage
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rc Tip
Where possible, check the pronunciat ion of
polysyl la bic words. Be sensit ive to America n
and Brit ish pronunciat ion.

E additionalactivity
You might want to select a few words
like obstetrics, dilate, abnormal where
the stress shifts when you use a
different form ofthe word: obstetrician,
dilatation, and abnormalitlr.You can
select a few terms beforehand or
select a few and ask students to select
some at random. This will help with
word-building and building your own
confidence and vocabulary.
Do not be afraid ofbeing guided by the
students. Ifnecessary say you'll check
an answer and get back to them. They
have to learn to do this when they are
treating patients, so it will help them in
this respect as well.

EE additionalactivity
Put students into groups and give each
group a large sheet ofpaper, OHTs, or use
computers if you have access to them.
Ask students to make their own True /
False statements using the text for It's
my job or another similar text. Ask each
group to lwite at least three statements.
Collate all of the statements and answer
them as a whole class with the groups
who made the statements leading the
discussion.

Pronunciation
Sentence nucleus

o O Students can do I and 2 in pairs or small groups. They then do the
listening exercise in I and check their answers with a partner. For 4, ask the
students to work in pairs and use I to round off the section.

Or | 1 ultrasound,haemorrhage
2 placenta, obstetric, contractions, gestation, dilated
3 antepartum, dilatation
4 spontaneously, associated
5 longitudinal

2 'l At vaginal hysterectomy, the uterus is brought down through
the vagina.

2 What happens is the womb is brought down through the vagina.
3 Pre-eclampsia is pregnancy induced hypertension with

proteinuria t oedema.
4 lt's a condition where the blood pressure is raised with protein

in the urine and possibly swelling.
5 Normal labour is often heralded by a show.
6 When an induction is being planned, the state of the cervix will

be assessed.
7 Ankle swelling is very common when you're pregnant.
8 lt tends to worsen at night? Well, ifyou use a firm mattress

and wearflat shoes, it will help.
I N.b. Only secondary stress is underlined; the main stress is marked

in 2.
1 At vaginal hysterectomy, the glerus is brought down through

the vagina.
2 What happens is the womb is brought down through the vagina.
3 Pre-eclampsia isplegnancy-induced hyperlgnsion PIH with

proteinuria t oedema.
4 lt's a condition where the blood pressure is raised with protein

in the ur ine and possibly swel l ing.
5 Normal labour is often heralded by a show.
6 When an induction is being planned,the state of the cervix

will be assessed.
7 Ankle swelling isverycommon whenyou're pregnant.
8 lt tends to worsen at night? Well, ifyou use a firm mattress

and wearf lat  shoes, i twi l l  help.
5 3 - it contains more medicalterms

It's myjob
Ask students to do l, pointing out how prediction helps in accessing a text
by helping students to access the subject area. Students can do 2 in pairs
and when you have checked the answers, put them into groups to do 3,
followed by whole class discussion.

Or 21F 2T 3F 4T 5F
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* Tip
To check that the students have u nderstood
the relat ionship between the functions and
the moda I verbs, read the statements to
theclass randomlyand askthemto ident i fy
the funct ion.  They can also dothis in pairs
before or after you do this.

E ndditionalactivity
Ask students to work in groups. Give
each group one of the following terms:
rest, breech presentation, Caesarian
s e ct ion, pr e - e clamp s i a, w ate r s b r oke n,
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage. Ask each
group to lwite a scenario which includes
the term you have given them. Groups
can swap terms, but not add new ones.
Ask them to prepare questions as per 5
and then role-play their scenario within
their group. Ask for volunteers to come
to the front ofthe class to do their role-
play. Ask the students ifyou can take
copies ofthe scenarios, which you can
use at a later date.

rc Tip
Ask students to bring in leaflets giving
advice to patients. They can download
them from the internet or use actual
leaflets in their own language or English.
Divide the students into groups and give
each group several leaflets. Ask each
groupto look attheir leaflets and choose
which one is the best. Encou rage them to
use the questioning suggested in the I lps
for the Check up in this u n it a nd u nit 3.
One member of  each group should then
summarize the leaflet brief ly for the class.
Students can then passthe leaflets round
the groups.

Or l lcan 4Shouldn' t
2 Can 5 haveto
3 oughtto 6 Can't

2 conclusion 9
persuasion 10
expectation 4
possibility 1, 2
necessity 7
obligation 5,7
permission 10

O.rr  2 lv ia
2 clamp
3 speed up

t 1 delivery
2 severity

7 needto 10 Can't
8 must
9 must

7 pulsat ing

5 peeling away

Language spot
Giving advice and talking about expectation

* Have students do I on their own and then check with a partner and then
with the whole class. Students then work through 2-4 with a partner,
stopping at the end of each exercise for whole class feedback / checking.
In 5, students produce questions using the Useful expressions and the
language here. Refer students to the Grammar reference. Ask them to look
at it for homework.

Speaking
Students work in groups for l-3, first discussing the scenarios and making
notes as directed. In f, ask the students to do the role-play, usingthe Useful
expressions and with the student in the patient role using the questions
created in 5 inLanguage spot.

Or 2 A 25-year-old patient who is epileptic, etc. - ask about medication,
what she eats, whether she is sexually active
A 25-year-old fema le whose pa rtner smokes, etc. - ask about what
they eat, whether they ca n cha nge their diet, whether they ca n
both stop smoking /  dr inking, how much they smoke /  dr ink

Reading
Students pool their knowledge and predict the contents of the leaflet to
help them access the information when they look at the passage when
they do l. They then do 2 and 3 in pairs. At the end, check the answers with
the whole class. Round off this section with a whole class discussion on the
quote at the top ofthe page.

4 st imulated
5 preceding
6 l ikel ihood
3 injected
4 completed
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* Tip
To brainstorm for ideas, ask students to
work on their own and write the word
deliveryinthecentre of a clean sheet of
paper. Ask the students to write down as
fast as they can any ideas related to the
word anywhere on the page. Tel l  students
not to exclude ideas a nd to write the ideas
using no more than two orthree words. Ask
them to draw circles around al l  the ideas
and then l ines to l ink them together.
An alternative wayto create ideas is to ask
students to write down the word delivery
at the top ofthe page on the left  and then
write vert ical ly below it  single wordsyou
associate with 'delivery'. Then attach ideas
to the words a nd select those which a re
releva nt to the essay title.

Speaking
o For l-4, ask students to prepare for the discussion as in I and 2. Then divide

the class into two groups, doctors and patients. Get the students to sit as
per the illustration with each pair of students sitting facing each other.
After the allocated time, the students who are the doctors move to the next
patient. After three or four scenarios, change the patients around to give all
students a chance to role-play being the doctor. In f, discuss the benefits of
the process withthe whole class.

Writing
Supporting opinions

* For l-3, students prepare for and do the role-play. Then in 4 and 5, students
prepare to write an essay on the topic in 4. For l,look at the llp, then ask
students to write the essay on their orarn in class or for homework.

Or I argumentative

Checklist
w See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'

pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
If students haveused Medicine l,youmight want to refer
them to Unit 9, Working in Psychiatry p.82-89, before
they go through this unit.

The unit begins with images of famous people from the
past who have suffered from depressive illnesses. You may
want to ask students for examples of famous people from
their own cultures who suffered depressive illnesses but
who achieved greatness. In doing so be aware of cultural
sensitivities inside and outside the classroom.

Students are invited to say whether the people shown in
Check up can influence public perception ofpsychiatric
illness. The unit ends with a chart on the perception of
various medical and non-medical groups of a range of
psychiatric and non-psychiatric conditions. When you
have finished the unit, you can ask the students to look
again at questions 2 and 3 in Check up to see whether they
would Iike to change their minds or refine their opinions.
You might want to checkwhich group your own opinions
concur with in the chart in Writing and whether your
thoughts about the questions in Check up have changed.

Medical language on psychiatric symptoms is covered
along with the understanding and production of basic
definitions in psychiatry andtalking about affect and
mood. To balance the medical / technical terminology the
unit also looks at understanding and using lay terms for
medical terminology, using phrasal verbs and verbs with
prepositions, including the pronunciation of prepositions
with verbs in sentences.

Understanding the patient during a mental state
examination from the verbal and visual point of view
is also dealt with so that students can make a full
assessment of a patient

The unit also continues the development of
communication skills with the greater emphasis on
students creating their own scenarios in context to
achieve greater student autonomy. To this end, ifyou are
not already doing so, it might be useful for you and your
students to establish a discussion club as an offshoot
ofthe class, using the scenarios that the students have
created. They can take turns being in charge ofthe club.

Usefu I refere nce : O xfor d H andb o ok of P sy chiatry, 2nd
edition, Semple and Smyth.

* Tip
To continue looking at cr i t ical thinking,
you might want to ask students to
examinethe publ ic percept ions and their
own perceptions of the people in the
photographs: Dothese people have a publ ic
persona / image? Would / Do people think
differently about them when more detai ls
are revealed? Do people general ly accept /
judge people and things at face value?

rc Tip
Refer students to the dict iona ry of
psychiatr ic symptoms on p.82-101 of the
Oxford Handbook of Psychiatry.

Check up
* Students discuss l-3 in groups, checking their answers to I in the upside

down box before moving to 2 and l. Follow up with a whole class
discussion.

Or 2 Possibleanswer
Famous people can act as role models and help build the
confidence of those who suffer from psychiatric illness. They can
also help the general public become more aware and more tolerant.

Signs and symptoms
Psychiatric symptoms

* For I and 2, ask the students to see if they can identify the psychiatric
symptoms in I on their own before they look at 2. Then for l-5, students
write their onm definitions as directed and then take turns in their pairs
defining them before explaining them to patients.
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E ndditional activity
When students vwite dictionary
definitions in 3, you can ask them to write
the terms and the definitions on separate
cards. Copythe cards and make a master
set for each group. When you photocopy
the cards, get the students to tear the
pages to make a set for themselves.
Students put the cards face down spread
out as in pelmanism cards. Students pick
a card and give a definition if they pick up
a card with a term on it. Where they pick
up a card with a definition, they give the
term. They pick up another card to match
a card with the card they have. They do
this until they have matched all the cards.

tr Tip
After they have practised explaining the
terms to patients, ask students to explain
terms without preparation. You can also ask
them to wr i te exolanat ions of  the terms.

* Tip
Stop and start the recording i f  necessary
whenyou playthe recordinga second or
third t ime.

E additionalactivity
Ask the students to work in groups when
they have finished I and 2. Get them to
summarize the information, as far as
possible without reference to the notes.
One student starts and chooses another
student to continue.

Or2
I

1a 2c 3b 4f  5d 6i  7h 8e 9g
Possible answers
Depressed mood: the core feature of depressive i l lness. Milder
forms of depressed mood are part of human experience, but in its
pathologicalform, it is a subjective experience, which patients
descri be variously, e.g. a n u n rem itt ing a nd pervasive unhappiness;
the loss of the abil ity to experience the normal range of positive
emotions; a sense of hopelessness and negative thoughts about
themselves.
Ataxia: (a condition where there is) loss of coordination of
voluntary movement
Clang association: an abnormality of speech where the connection
between words is their sound rather than their meaning. lt may
occur dur ing manic f l ights of  ideas.
Bulimia: increased appetite and desire for food and / or excessive,
impulsive eating of large quantit ies of usually high calorie food.
It is a core symptom of bulimia nervosa and may also be seen in
mania and in sometypesof learningdisabi l i ty .
Delusional mood: a delusional belief which is recalled as arising
following a period when there is abnormal mood state
characterized by anticipatory anxiety, a sense of 'something about
to happenl and an increased sense of the significance of minor
events. The development of the formed delusion may come as a
relief to the patient in this situation.
Panic attack: paroxysmal, severe anxiety. lt may occur in response
to a particular stimulus or occur without apparent stimulus.
Somatization: the experience of bodily symptoms with no,
or insufficient, physical causeforthem, with presumed
psychological causation.
Sample answers
I ataxia: lt 's a condition where people lose the abil ity to

coord i nate thei r vol u nta ry movements.
2 bulimia: lt 's a condition where someone's appetite and desirefor

food have increased appetite and / or where they eat large
qua ntit ies of usually high calorie food excessively or impulsively.

3 panic attack: lt 's where someone is extremely anxious.
It may occur when the person encounters a particular stimulus
or for no apparent reason.

listening I
Mental state examination

O Students listen and check their answers in I and 2. Follow this with
whole class checking. Then do 3 and 4 with the students in pairs and follow
this up with whole class checking.

Or I Appearance: Caucasian, about 50years old. Clothes: very
extravagant with lots of clashing bright colours. But not very clean
in himseli and doesn't look as if he's eating properly. Looks just a
l i t t le th in.
Behaviour: not very aggressive,just elated, talking rather fast.
Copious rapid speech, which is hard to interrupt. Talks at a much
faster rate than normal, which may reflect the acceleration of speed
of thought in affective i l lnesses. Stutters slightlyand rather loudly.
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Speech: Speech has a rhythmic pattern, uses a range of intonation
patterns appropriately. Speech is appropriate to the situation;
though fast, it is attimes pointless with digressions. No word-
finding diff iculties nor neologisms.

3 Mood: subjective and objective assessment of mood
Risk: thoughts of/ plans for self-harm or harm to others
Anxiety: anxiety; panic symptoms; obsessions and compulsions
Perception : Ha | | uci nations a nd pseudo-hal I ucinations.
Depersonalization and derea lization
Thought: form / forma I thou ght d isorder. Content / delusions,
over-valued ideas
Cognition: Orientation, level of com prehension, short-term
memory, concentration
Insight: awareness of experiences as a result of i l lness; acceptance
of medical advice and treatment

I Possible answers
Mood: l 'm on top of the world.
Anxiety: Everyone is really trying to annoy me.
Insight:  l 'm real ly just  as good a s inger as Maria Cal las.

* Tip
Ask students to add any terms they wa nt to
the class master l ist of layterms.

E ndditional activity
Ask students not to write the terms into
their books. \lfhen they have finished
the exercise, ask them to read the
sentences aloud adding the missing
words automatically to the blank spaces
as they read. As a whole class check, read
the sentences to the class and say blank
at the appropriate place. Students supply
the words.

E ldditionalactivity
Ask students to write their own pairs of
sentences using the phrasal verbs in l.
Students can type them and display them
on the interactive whiteboard ifyou have
access or write them on OHTs or large
sheets of paper.

Language spot
Phrasal verbs - separable and inseparable

Students do l-3 in pairs, checking their answers with the whole class
at the end of each exercise. In 3, remind students to maintain patient
confidentiality here and elsewhere when talking about actual patients.
Refer students to the Grammar reference and give them the Grammar test
on p.82 when you finish the unit.

Or I  lat  2down Sover 4into 5off  6on Tthroughto 8back
2 1 a l feelas i feveryoneisannoyingmeal l thet ime.

2 a Sometimes work and the weather depress me.
b Can you try and eat some food today?

3 a Myfather mastered his depression quite quickly.
b Heexplainedthe proceduretothe pat ient .

5 a l t  helpstotrytotalk about i t  soyou can release i t .
6 a Everybody'sannoying me atthe moment.

Patient care
Have students do I on their own followed by checking with a partner and
then a whole class check. Students then work in pairs for 2 and then groups
for 3 with a whole class feedback at the end.

Or t l top
2 edge, nerves
3 down

2 Anxiety:2,3,4,5,6
Ef at ion:  1,7,8,9

3 Possible answers
Anxiety: psychic-subjective tension, increased arousal, fearful
apprehension. Somatic-palpitations, dyspnoea, pallor, abdominal
discomfort
Elation: thoughts racing; f low of ideas; special gifts / talents /
insights / abi l i t ies; lack of concentration; interest i n sexual matters

4 panic 7 possibleanswer-fantastic
5 scared 8 waste
6 losing 9 possible answer - patience
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* Tip
Encourage students to learn verbs with
their preposit ions when they come across
them.

E ndditionalactivity
Ask students to write their own
sentences in pairs using the verbs and
prepositions in I and 2.

E ndditionalactivity
Ask students to work with a partner and
dictate the sentences they created for
I};.e Additional activity forthe previous
section.

* Tip
Keep copies ofthe students'scenarios with
their  permission forfuture use.

Vocabulary
Verbs with prepositions

s Students can do t-3 in groups or I on their own followed by 2 and 3 in
groups. Check the answers with the whole class at the end of each exercise.

Or t  l f rom 2in 3from 4with 5around 6in Tinto
2l  copewith 4 comesfrom Tfacedwith

2 blamefor 5 prescr ibewith 8 worryabout
3 dependson 6 thoughtof 9 benefitfrom

I 1 lsomet imesfeel  lcan' tdeal  adequatelywiththebabyas lamon
my own with no support.

2 I never reproach myself unnecessarilyforthingsthat gowrong.
3 The baby relies on me for everything and sometimes it all gets

on top of me, but I look forward to every day.
4 | get down at t imes and sometimes feel a bit panicky and I don't

where it stems / derives from.
8 |  f retaboutthe babya lot ,  especial lyabout her heal th,  but  I

wouldn' t  hurt  her.
9 Would I get something / anything out of seeing a counsellor, do

you think?
Yes, the prepositions are the sa me.

Proiect
Students do I and 2 in groups. Encourage them to use the useful expressions
by going through them first and checking they understand them, giving
examples where necessary.

Pronunciation
Saying prepositions

O Students listen and checktheir answers in I and 2. If necessary playthe
statements several times so students can hear the prepositions clearly. Do 3
as a whole class exercise.

OF | 1 at the oroblems I have
2 f rom another at the moment
3 for  the chi ld
4 atanything
5 on going home
6 for the day-to-day problems
7 on meforeverything

3 In these as in most other cases (excluding contrastive stress),
the preposition has a weak stress. The preposition is then attached
tothe verb through elision (laugh at)orthe word that follows (for me).

Speaking
Students do the role-play in t, followed by a group discussion in 2. In 2,
encourage the use of the verbs with prepositions and feed back examples
of good usage to the students at the end. Again, remind the students about
patient confidentiality while talking about patients.
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Background
With the changing demographics throughout the
world and the growing numbers of elderly people, the
importance of geriatric medicine is increasing. An
appreciation of the difficulties faced by elderly people as
they go about their daily lives is helpful for those working
in geriatric medicine. See image d in t in Check up.

If students come from a society where elderly people live
with their families, dealing with older people Iiving on
their own and preparing them to return to their homes
once they have been admitted to hospital is as important
as learning to treat diseases common among the elderly.

In this unit, Ianguage related to Parkinson's and
Alzheimer's disease is covered along with scenarios

related to talking to relatives of sufferers of these two
conditions. The equipment used to help elderly people
Iead independent llves and rehabilitation are also looked
at- see Reading.

The Language spots deal with supporting advice with
purpose and reason and talking about past habits,while
Writing covers priorities in health care provision.

But old age does not mean that elderly people are always
ill or need special equipment. See the additional reading
exercise for this unit in the Readin g bank onp.57 of the
Student's Book.

Useful refere nce: Oxford Handbook of Geriatric Medicine,
Bowker et al.

x Tip
Ask the students to consider the posit ion of
elderly people in their respective cultures.

E ldditionalactivity
Put students into groups and ask
them to discuss the impact on
societies throughout the world ofthe
demographic changes that are taking
place with the increase in the numbers
of elderly people and in some places
the decrease in the numbers ofyounger
people.

Check up
* Ask the class to describe the pictures in l. Analyse them by asking a series

of yes / no andwh- questions. Students should then do 2-{ in groups with
class discussion at the end of each.

Or I 1 The geriatric training suit simulates what l i fe is l ike for an elderly
person, using blurred goggles (to replicate poor vision), ear plugs
(hard of hearing), gloves (impaired manual dexterity), restrictive
clothing (reduced mobil ity), and even shoes l ined with packing
material to replicate arthrit is of the foot. lt helps them appreciate
what it is l ike for elderly people when they have diff iculty moving
around ordoingthings.

2 to keepthem heal thyand hence independent
3 Picture a is community care and d is in a home.

3 UK: Approximately2O%
{ Handicap-the socialdisadvantage caused by disabil ity,

e.g.  unabletovis i t f r iends in a neighbour ingvi l lage asthe person is
unableto dr ive
lmpairment - pathological defect in an organ ortissue,
e.g. homonymous hemianopia dueto posterior circulation stroke.
See Oxford Handbook of 6eriatric Medicine p.81
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* Tip
Play other short extracts ofa medical and
non-medical naturetothe students. Put
them i nto grou ps a nd ask them to work out
what is going on. Do this exercise at the end
of a lesson, as a f i l ler,  orafteryou have done
some l isten ing exercises. There is no need
to prepare any questions. Al l  the students
have to do is to work out the context of
what is happening. l f  you have access to
video and / or an interactive whiteboard
with accesstothe internet,you can play
visual extracts. Always check the content
first.

El ndditional activity
Ask students in pairs or groups to choose
a website which gives information
about Parkinson's or Alzheimer's
disease. Ask them to show the rest of
the class around the website if you have
access to the web and an interactive
whiteboard. Ifnot. askthe students to
summarize the benefits of the website
they looked at and how it could be
improved upon.

Listening I
Picking up the thread of what is being said

s O Students llsten and identify the topic of the conversations in I and
2, asking for the recording to be stopped when one of them thinks they
understand. Then continue to confirm. For 3 and 4, students decide for
themselves what helped them and what stopped them accessing the
conversation. Then in 5 they discuss their difficulties and strategies. Then
playthe conversations in 6 to end the section.

OF 2 1 Talk ingaboutmotherfal l ing
2 Talking about a job interview
3 Talking about a patient's home being adapted
4 Talking about a patient with a consultant

{ A major problem is' l isteningto everyword'. Like readingi
you need to l isten actively to certain words l ike nouns, verbs,
and also just hear certain words (l isten passively) to words l ike
the, in,  a,  etc.  l t  is  l ike skimming and scanning in reading.

Signs and symptoms
Parkinson's and Alzheimer's

* After students have matched the images to the conditions in l, the students
do 2, ifnecessary looking at the list at the end ofthe exercise. Once the
students have done the categorizing exercise in 3, they move on to the
role-play in 4 and then an explanation to a family member in 5. Encourage
the students to use the Useful expressions and the information in 2. The
section finishes with the students working in pairs describlng the signs and
symptoms of Parkinson's disease (5).

Or I a Alzheimer'disease
b Parkinson's disease

2 1 marche au petit pas /festinant gait
2 apathy
3 rigidity
4 dis inhibi ton
5 tremor
6 anosognosia
7 disorientation
8 bradykinesia

3 Parkinson's disease: 1, 3, 5, 8
Alzheimer's disease: 2, 4, 6,7

Proiect
w Students check the web resources before or during the class.
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* Tip
When students do2in Language spot,
encourage them to explain by giving
reasons (because) and examples (like /for
example), stating purpose(to / in orderto /
so that), and contrasts (but).

* Tip
Check that students understand what is
meantby empathy and sympathy,and
make sure they do not express either by
giving personal examples.

Hl Additlonalactivity
Put students into groups before or after
the role-play and ask them to make a list
of ways to show empathy and sympathy
Ask each student to decide which two
they like the best and why. Use the
Useful expressions as a springboard for
this exercise. As a subsequent whole
class exercise, you might want to select
exoressions that should be avoided.

Language spot
would, uted to, get uted to, be used to

* Students dol and2.lf necessary,referthemtothe Grammar reference.

O? l lget t ing 5
2 am used 6
3 would 7
4 usedto 8

would spend / got used to spending
get
's used
didn' t  use to

Speaking
Students do I in preparation for 2. Encourage them to use the Usqft.rl
expressions and to be empathetic, sympathetic, and reassuring.

O'f, | Possible answers
mood swings forgetfulness
wandering off repeating things
lack of help

not knowing people
constant care

Reading
After students do I on their own and the answers are checked, ask them to
do 2 in groups. For 3, students can stay in groups. Ask a student from each
group to summarize their discussion. End with a class discussion about the
quote at the top ofthe page and the photo ofthe rehabilitation unit.

Or l l insul ts 3def ine 5consistent Troving
2 akin 4 frail 6 holistic

2 1 This relates to the fact that the patient regains their normal
abil ityto function properly and adjust their l ives when their
normal function is reduced.

2 This means that rehabil itation is patient centred and is achieved
by the patient ta king a n a ctive role.

3 This meansthat it is a powerful toolthat noteveryone knows
a lot or anything about.

4 This means that wards where patients are being prepared for
return to their homes should encourage and foster an
atmosphere which allows peopleto dothings.

5 This meansthatthe ger iatr icteam should focuson the
socia I d isadva ntage ca used by d isa bil i ty, e.g. una ble to visit
fr iends in a neigh bouring vil lage as the person is unable to drive,
and not on the impairment itself.
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rc Tip
Point out to the students that they
shouldn't  overdo active l istening as i t  can
be annoyi ng for the speaker. Ask them to
l isten to other people and learn tojudge
when to use i t .

E ldditionalactivity
Put students into pairs / groups and ask
themto choose another scenario related
to geriatric medicine as in Ifstening 2
5 where they might give reasons and
state purposes to the patients. Ask the
students to use the sentence beginnings
a-d in I to help them (e.g. going into a
home, respite care, going once a week
to a day centre, playing games, reading,
etc.). The students write down their
own sentences andthen role-play as in
Listening 2|. Askthe students ifyou can
keep copies of their scenarios for future
reference.

x Tip
Encourage students notto look atthe
upside down box unti l  they have checked
with other students. Al low the use of books,
dict ionaries, and the internet.

listening 2
Active listening

l O for I and 2, students can work on their own, check their answers with
a partner, and then with the whole class. They then do I in pairs. After
Iistening again to do 4, the students take turns doing the role-play in 5.

Or I Pain (arthrit ic pain)
2a4 b6 c2 d]  e3 f5
3 1 in caseshegets hooked or incasetheyaffectherstomach

2 The patient isn'ttakingthetablets because she is worried about
the effect of the medication.

3 not beingabletotakethe bus
4 When she starts to do anything, it hurts a lot. So it puts her off.
5 Well,you know,to help improveyour strength and b-uild upyour

muscles, exercise l ike swimming really helps.
{ Patient Not really. Sometimes.

Doctor Sometimes.

Patient Yes, for a wh ile. When the pa in is so bad I can't bear it,
I takethem.
Doctor Soyou take them when the pain's intolerable.
It shows the doctor is l istening and is interested.

language spot
Purpose and reason

Students do I on their own - refer them Io the Grammar reference if
necessary. Students do 2 and 3 in pairs. Check their answers for 2 before
they move on to the role-play in 3. Ask them to give feedback in the normal
way after each role-play.

O; I  a 2,5,11 b7,8 c1,3,4,6,9 d 10
2 Sample answers

We encourage people to have physiothetapy ... sothat
(we/you) can improve your coordination / because we want to
improve your coordination.
We are goingto send you to rehabil itation so that we can getyou
readyfor living on your own / because we want to get you ready for
l iving on your own.

Vocabulary
Special equipment

Students do I and then check their answers in the upside down box. Ask
them to do 2 in pairs. When you have checked their answers, ask them to
discuss 3 in groups and then give whole class feedback. Students then do 4
using the UseJul expressions.

Or 2 Sampleanswers
The hoist is used in order to get people from the bed to a chair and
vice versa.
A chair l i ft is used to get people up stairs.
People can use a helping hand so that they can pick up something
they have dropped.
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* Tip
Draw the students' attention to the
stat ist ics at the top ofthe page. Discuss
them as a whole class, looking especial ly at
the imolications of the data.

* Tip
Limitthe length of discussion. Use a
stopwatch to help you.

* Tip
Keep sam ples of the students'writ ing with
you r students' permission.

Speaking
x Students prepare notes for the scenario in l. Then for 2-{, students work in

groups of three, preparing and taking turns doing the role-play and giving
feedback. Restrict the role-play to five minutes and two minutes maximum
for the feedback. Use a stopwatch to help you monitor the time. In F7,
students prepare for and take turns doing impromptu role-plays. Again, use
a stopwatch to help you control the time.

Project
* Students find the information as directed in l-2.

O'r I lmplications: prioritizing resources, increased costfor long-term care

Speaking
s Divide the students in to groups as per the instructions in I and give them

ten minutes to prepare the debate. Students then debate the issue. For 2-3,
appoint a student to keep notes and one to summarize at the end and then
take a class vote.

Writing
A short essay

* Students do I and 2 in groups with each followed by class checking /
discussion. Ask them to do I and 4 on their own.

Or I 1 Differently. Essaytopic a and b are about measures / methods /
ways of doing things and essay topic c is about opinion / opinions
about a situation with arguments for and / or against.

2 a is asking about solut ions
b is about cause and effect
c is an argument essay

3 a and b are factual, but c can contain factual information to
support ideas.

4a
5c
6 Yes

Checklist
See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to theirvocabulary notebooks.
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Background
The images that you come across in the field of
dermatology in generai can be distressing to look at. Your
students will generally be less squeamish about looking
at any pictures than you may be, but do not worry if you
don't want to look at them. You may find that they will
tell you that they reacted in the same way when they first
worked in the field.

The unit does not, however, contain very distressing
images, but you may come across some if you ask students
to bring in some for any group work or presentation. Be
conscious also of people glancing through a door window
if you are using slides or an interactive whiteboard. This
advice applies to all images and words that you wrlte
on the board. Certain words and images may raise a few
eyebrows. So clean the board after you use the classroom
and make sure you take any images away with you.

In one Language spot inthis unit, students look at
commenting on the past using modal verbs, which gives
them a useful tool for evaluating their own work and

commenting in general. There is also another Language
spof looking at verbs which are followed by to and / or
' ing.

Throughout the unit there is plenty of scope for
communication practice, including processing
information at natural speed, with examples of useful
expressions to help students build their confidence and
fl exibility when speaking.

Language related to dermatology, both medical and lay,
is covered and practised in scenarios that help students
become more aware of and able to use patient language.
To this end, talking to teenagers is the focus of one of the
listening exercises and practice scenarios.

The unit ends with a'me'moment of quiet reflection
where students write about their own professional

expenence.

Useful reference: Oxford Handbook of Clinical
Examination and Practical Skills, Thomas and Monaghan
(eds).

* Tip
Encourage the students to pool their
knowledge. Make sure that you spread
any students with (recent) experience in
dermatology a mong the d i f ferent grou ps.

E ldditionalactivity
Get students to organize a visual quiz /
competition here or at the end of the
unit. Collect images of dermatological
conditions at random. Make sure you
record the source and the diagnosis.
Or ask students to do the same. Put
the students into groups. Get them to
identify the condition with the students
who suppliedthe image not allowed
to speak. if you collect the images
electronically and can show them on the
whiteboard, you will get a larger image.
You can also get the students who
supplied the images to quiz the class.
Keep the images for your own future
reference for presentations, role-plays,
etc. You can restrict the viewinq time.

2asundamage dthesun

Check up
. Students work in groups. After they do l, check the answers with the whole

class. Then get them to do 2-4, followed by whole class feedback.

Or I  a sundamage d f reckles

3 becausetheyarevis ib letoonesel f  and others

Vocabulary
Lesions

Ask students to do I in pairs doing what they can before they look at the
words at the bottom of the exercise. For 2 and 3, students work in groups.

er I  a macule
b patch
c vesicle
d wheal

b psor iasis
c v i t i l igo

b unknown
c unKnown

e eczema
f drug erupt ion

e unknown
f drugs/ allergy

e Scate

f crust
g pustule
h ulcer

g scabies
h l ichen planus

g infestation
h unknown

ipurpura
j ecchimosis



* Tip
Turn the identi f icat ion of the lesions into
a pairwork competit ion where the pair to
f i  nish f i  rst Dresent thei r a nswers to the rest
of  the c lass who agree or chal lenge their
answers. Use th is as an opportu n i ty to bu i ld
your knowledge. When they have f inished,
ask the students questions foryour own
clar i f icat ion and tel l them you are doing so.
The nextt ime roundyou might not haveto
do i t ,  so you ca n check someth ing else. This
wi l l  bui ld your conf idence.

x Tip
A'macule ' is  somet imes def ined as
anything upto 1cm in s ize and a'patch'as
anything larger.

* Tip
When students write down the detai ls
i n l-1, ask them to try to ga uge how
much they have been able to write
proport ionately. Ask them if  i t  is more than
before and to expla in why this is so.

El ndditional activity
Put the students into palrs and give
each one a different case report of a
patient detailing the history and the
investigations. Ask the students to read
their report to their partners, who write
down as much detail as they can. When
they have finished reading, the student
who is writing down notes can ask
questions for clarification and request
all or part ofthe text to be read again.
Students then checkthe accuracv ofthe
detail.
You can do this as a whole class activity
with students checking their details
in pairs and then discussing questions
about the case report.

Dermatology 4l

Example of  each
a freckle
b (a) patch(es)of  d iscoloured skin
c bl ister-chickenpox
d allergic reaction
e psor iasis
f  wound
g aspot/apimple
h f eg u lcer / venous i nsuffi ciency / peri phera I vascu la r disease
i allergies / scu rvy / th rom bocytopen ia (low platelet count)
j  t rauma

3 itch d, f, i
ooze c, h
discharge c, h
spread a, d, e, h, i
scab f
harden e,  f

listening 1
[istening for details

e () Strrdents listen and do l-3, writing down the details and then checking
their answers with each other and listening again. Refer the students to the
Iistening script to check the details. Ask the students to do 2-7 in groups,
playing the recording again for 3.

Or t See the l istening script on p.132.
5 Open - How areyou today?

Open -5o what can we do foryou?
Open -  Can you tel l  me some more about i t?
Closed-canyou just te l l  me.. .you saidyou used a lot ion?
Closed -  ls there any pain wi th i t?
Closed - Have you had it before?
Leading -Were the tablets Piriton ?
Patient-centred - ls there anything you think that might have
triggered this?
Leading -  What about drugs?
Closed - Are you awa re of bei n g a I lergic to a nyth i ng?

6 Sample answers
After the doctor says, Oh, yes. lt does look quite dramatic, she
cou ld have sa id someth ing more a bout the weather to reassu re
the patient: the weather m ust make it feel worse.
And agree with the patient when he says: And with the heat
it 's unbearable.

7 Diagram d (wheal)
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* Tip
Ask the students to expand on the Useful
expressions before, or after, they do the
role-play in 4. Also discuss expressionsthat
should be avoided. Keepthe examplesthey
come up with foryourfuture reference.

S additionalactivity
Put the students into pairs / groups
and give them a medical or non-
medical scenario, e.g. an international
conference on medicine, the
environment, or something in the news.
Ask them to analyse the scenario using
the modal verbs in the past. Follow up
with a whole class discussion. Ask the
students to explain what the modal
verbs in the past here allow them to do.
Avoid political, religious, or other
subjects that might cause offence.

* Tip
Keep a record of any questions the students
come up with foryour own reference.

Patient cale
* Students do l-3 in pairs, checking their answers with the whole class after

each exercise. Do 45 as per usual giving feedback as in previous role-plays.

O; l l f  2h 3d 4c 5i  6a 7g 8b 9e
21scab(bed) 4aware Tpatch(es)

2 couldn't leave it alone 5 worked up 8 patch(es)
3 unsightly 6 beside myself 9 scars

,  1,4,7,8

language rpot
Commenting on the past

Ask students to do l-3 in pairs and check after each exercise. After l, refer
the students to lhe Grammar reference and do the Ad ditional activity it
necessary. For 4, students again work in pairs.

Or I I I must've knocked my arm on something and then these lumps
came up.

2 I should've come sooner and then the rash wouldn't be so bad.
I I shouldn't have put anythingon asthat'swhat's made itf lare up.
4 When I was stung, I could've gone into shock. I wish lU known.
6 Surely, I can't have picked up scabies.
7 | would've come earlier, but I had totakethechildren to school,
8 | should've paid closer attention and kept the box the tablets

were in.
10 Shouldn't it have gone by now?

2 2,4,7,8,9,10
I lt would annoythe patient as usingshould hereis crit icizing

the patient.

Speaking
After checking the answer for I in the upside down box, students prepare
for the role-play in 2 and 3. Students follow the instructions for doing 4.
Make sure students are clear when they should show their respective
images. For I and 6, students give each other feedback as per usual with
both checking the questions used from 2.

Or I  a impet igo bacnerosacea
lmpetigo - thin-walled blisters on face - someyellow
crusted lesions
Acne rosacea -erythema and pustules on face

2 Sample questions
The presenting complaint-Can you tell me what's broughtyou here?
Past medical history- Haveyou (ever) had anything l ike this before?
Alletgies -Areyou aware of being allergicto anything? Doyou
have any allergies?
Drug history-Areyou on any medication /on anything?
Family history*Areyourfamily OK? Has anyone in yourfamily had
anything l ike th is?
Social history- Doyou have any pets? Does anyoneyou know have
any pets?
Psychosocial im pact - Does th is affect your life in any way?
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E ldditionalactivity
Put students into groups and give them
a text on an aspect of dermatology - the
length ofthe text depending on the
class, but no more than a page. Give
students three minutes to skim the
text and then to share the information
they have. Then give them time to look
at it again. Check as a whole class the
techniques they used to process the
information. The next time you do this
exercise, reduce the time for looking
at the text by 30 seconds or a minute,
depending on the class.

* Tip
Discuss with the class the dif ferences when
talkingto people of dif ferent ages. Make
a l ist of the dif ferences. Ask the students
to bear these in mind as they do the role-
play. In future role-plays,you maywant
to cha nge the age ofthe patients (or the
doctors). You might want to do a mixture at
the sam,e t ime and discuss what constra ints
age puts on history taking and counsell ing.
As a fol low-up here or later, discuss what
other factors inf luence dea l ing with the
patient besides age (e.g. education). Again
avoid sensit ive issues.

Reading
* Students can do I in pairs and then check their answers with the whole

class. Then ask them to do 2 and 3 on their own, checking their answers
after each exercise with a partner and then the class as a whole. When
students do 4 in groups, encourage them to use the language indicated.
Follow the exercise up with whole class feedback.

Or t ' l  The skin acts as a physical, biochemical, and immunological
barrier between the outside world and the body. lt also has a role
in temperature regulation, synthesis of vitamin D prevention of
water loss, antigen presentation, and sensation.

2 epidermis,  dermis,  and hypodermis
3 Theywaterproof and lubricatethe skin and hair.

2 lpsychosocial  5under ly ing
2 synthesis 6 appendages
3 unsightly 7 mixture
4 outside / outermost / outer 8 numerous

I 1 What dothe skin,  nai ls,  hair ,  g lands, and associated nerve
endings make up?

2 What otherfunctions does the skin perform besides controll ing
temperature and synthesizingvitamin D?

3 What can have an impact on a person's self esteem?
4 What is the length of time between the formation of

keratinocytes and their being shed?
5 What else isthe hypodermis orthe subcutaneous layeralso

known as?
6 Atwhat stage dothe apocrine sweat glands startfunctioning

again? /When do sebaceous glands become active again?

Listening 2
Dealing with teenagers

O Students prepare for the listening in 2 by doing l. They mark the points
covered in the list they made in l. For 3 and 4, ask students to listen and
answer the questions. When you listen to the recording again in 4, you may
want to stop after the answer to each question. When students have done
the role-play in 5, allow them to ask you any questions for clarification.

Or 3 1 Yes. The doctor says: Oh, yes. / Has this been upsettin gyou? /
Canyoutel l  me how?/Well ,  lcan assureyou i t 's nothingtodo
with being dirty. And it's more common than you think.

2 Yes.The doctorsays: Well, I can assureyou it's nothingtodowith
beingdir$.And it's more common than you think.You are nearlylT
now? /Wel l, the pea k age is a bout 1 8. And d iet doesn't affect acne
either.

3 Yes
4 Yes: Do you thinkyou'll be able to keep going with the

treatment?
5 Yes: see4
6 Yes: NoW I must pointoutthatthese cantakeweekstowork,

so you need to be patient.
7 Yes: see4.
8 Yes: but if you need to come back sooner, by all means do.
9 Yes: and make an appointment to see the nurse and come back

and see me in a couple of months.
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* Tip
Encourage students to learn examples to
help them remem ber to use to or - lng with
the verbs.

E ldditionalactivity
Have the students work on their own
and ask them to write at least three
questions about their professional life
that they would be prepared to answer.
Ask them to work with a partnerthey
have not worked with for a while, if ever,
and give their questions to their partner.
Students then ask each other their
questions. Followthis up by giving the
students questions that they can ask you
about your professional life.

* Tip
Ask students to cla r i fy what they
understand by concordance and
compliance as regards taking medication

language spot
Verbs with to and -ing

* Use I as a lead-in and refer the students to the Grammar reference. Then get
the students to do 2 on their own or as a whole class exercise. When students
do the role-plays in 3, encourage them to use the Useful expressions.

Or I going, getting, cutting, using
You can use the infinit ive with to with all of them exceptgetting.

2 1 not using
2 applying
3 to make

4 getting 7 taking
5 si t t ing 8 to apply, getting up
6 coming 9 planning

Pronunciation
Main stress in a sentence

w O ask students to listen and follow the instruction for l-3. Students do 4
in pairs, reading the sentences to each other, and then do the role-plays in 5
as directed.

Or landl
1 | should've have kept on usingthe creamyou gave me.
2 | should'vetaken it all more seriously.
3 | haveto say I regret notapplyingthecream now.
4 | shouldn't have put anythingon itasthat'swhat's made itworse.
5 |  meantto get up and do i t f i rst th ing inthe morning but l  d idn' t .
6 | must've picked it and made it bleed.
7 | stopped using it because it made my skin itchy.

It's myjob
r After students do I and 2 in pairs and check their answers with the whole

class, put them into groups to do 3 and 4. Go overthe group answers,
inviting one group member to give class feedback.

Or t greater concordance, more efficient use of resources,
and reduced costs

2 I when she saw how distressed people were when they came to
the surgery where she works with various skin problems

2 children might be more self-conscious than adults and worried
what their school friends might think

3 'Sometimes, just a few words help to make things better.
But the main thing is help with the treatment itself as it is
sometimes complex'.

4 Compliance isto do with what happens when the patient
follows a treatment regime and €oncordance is basicallyto do
with the agreement about the treatment arrived at bythe
oatient and the doctor.

5 'We have found that concordance works if the patient sees me
after the doctor to hel p i n pla nni ng treatment th rough dialogue
and u ndersta nding l ifestyle constraints'.



x Tip
Emphasize the need for their writ ing about
themselves to be honest and individualto
them.
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Proiect
Students search for the information as directed and share it with the rest of
the class.

Speaking
Once students have prepared for the role-play in I and 2, check they
understand what is required for the role-play in 3. Encourage them to be
reassuring, syrnpathetic, and empathetic.

Writing
Reflection on professional experience

Students work in groups to do I and 2, following the instructions and
sharing ideas. When it comes to writing about themselves in 3, emphasize
that this must be individual to themselves.

Checklist
** See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'

pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
Surgery is a highly specialized field of medicine, but the
scenarios and language covered in this unit are applicable
to other medical professionals, doctors and nurses alike.
The terminology used for procedures and operations
is complicated for the patient and can be complicated
for your students. They may not come from a medical /
Ianguage background which allows them to understand
the Latin and Greek roots of medical terms.

It is worthwhile for your own benefit and the benefit of
your students to use a discussion of the students'medical
training as a lead-in to the Vocabulary section onp.74.
Find out how they are taught about medical terminology.
You may be surprised.

At several points in the Ad ditional activities, guidance is
given about developing a light touch to help you facilitate
role-play scenarios in Speaking and to help you build
confidence. Encouragement is also given about collecting
materials which you can use to revise in future lessons
and supplement subsequent courses.

In the last role-play, a suggestion is made about using
actors to help to role-play the patients in speaking
activities. Actors will need to know in advance what roles
they are expected to play. Ask the students to choose some
or select them yourself. AIso factor in some scenarios that
the students have not prepared for in order to test them.

During role-plays, use a stopwatch and get the students
used to sticking to the time you have allocated. Try to limit
roie-plays to five minutes with a warning 30 seconds from
the end.

Apart from medical terminology, the unit also covers the
use of relative pronouns where andwhen in explanations
and explaining operations to patients in lay language.
Talking about pain management is covered as a student
project, which can be developed into a formal whole class
presentation if necessary.

Useful reference: Oxford Handbook of Clinical Surgery,3rd
edition, Mclatchie et ai (eds).

x Tip
Look u p the type of eq u i  pment used on
www. adam-roui l ly.com. l f  you have access
to manikins,  or  any medicalequipment l ike
resusci tat ion equipment or equipment for
taking blood pressure,  organize a lesson
around the equipment.  Remember safety
procedures for using any equipment.

x Tip
Note in the picture the doctor is not
wearing a gown. The doctor is practising
on a ma n ik in.  Ask the students why th is
would not be acceptable during surgery of
any kind.

Check up
Students work in groups to do l-5. Alternatively, you can use I as a lead-in
with the whole class and then ask students to do 2-5 with spokespeople
from each group giving feedback on the various questions. Relate 2 and
5 to the relevant pictures. Make sure students understand what day-case
surgery is from the image.

Or 2 Scrubbingupisdonetoreducether iskof infect ionfromthe
surgeon to the patient. lt involves a thorough clean with bactericidal
soa ps. See the Oxford Handbook of Clinical Surgery p.72f or fu rther
i nformation and see Med i ci n e 1 p.22 for a n exa m ple of thorough
hand washing.
Cowning and gloving involves openingthe gown without
touchi  ng the outer ' face'  a nd not pushingyour hands though the
cuffs. Pick up the right glove with you r right hand through the cuff
of the gown, holding it bythe edge of the gown, on the palm side
with the fingers pointing down your forearm. With your hand fold
the other s ide of  the glove'over 'your r ight  hand. Sl ideyour r ight
ha nd into the glove. Once on, pick up the left glove holding it by the
edge and pul l  i t  overthe cuff  of  the lef t  hand. Sl ideyour lef t  hand
into the glove a nd adjust glove positions. lt is becoming common
practice to wear two pa irs of gloves and eye protection.
(Oxford Handbook of Clinical Surgery, p.72)
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5 Possible answers
The benefit for the patient is reduced time in hospital; for the
surgeon, reduced post-operative stay; forthe hospital, reduced
costs and increased bed efficiency.

E additionalactivity
Students work in groups. Ask each
group to pool their knowledge and
come up with words which contain the
prefixes in l. Give each group one or
more dictionaries and allow them to use
medical textbooks. Ask the students to
write the words on a Iarge piece of paper
and present them to the class.
Alternative activities are: students give
the word endings of the words they have
found and they add appropriate prefixes.
Students can ask each other questions
to establish the correct prefix without
saying i t : Is i tconnectedwith.. .? ;or play
pelmanism with the words in two split
and written on cards (Iarge for whole class
board work or small for group work) with
numbers on the top side. Keep copies for
future reference.

* Tip
6othough the Useful expressions and make
sure students understand their meaning
and howto complete them. Cet students
to suggest variat ions and check which
ones are suitable and why others are not
suitable. Point out that the expressions not
on ly give t hem t ime to th in k a nd he lp fra me
the information they have, but also give
them confidence.
Keep extra exam ples foryou r futu re
reference.

OF 2lrrooolaparotomy
2 rOI nephrectomy
3 rOro colostomy
4 looor hysterectomy
5 rrlrro thoracoplasty

6 Oooo mastopexy
7 oOor cystorrhaphy
$ eolm cholecystectomy
t eooif ooo pyelolithotomy

l0 Oooo colopexy

Listening I
Patient response

O c"t tf,. students to listen in I and 2 and answer the questions, noting
down evidence for the questions. Students study the scenario in 3 and then
do the role-play in 4, using the questions in 2 as their guide then they give
feedback. Encourage them to use the Useful expressions.

Or I relaxed
21 car inglreassur ing

2 Yes,forexample, she asks: How do you feel about having the
operation? Also see 5 below... if you're happy...

3 Yes: /s there anything you'd like to ask me? But when he asks,
she doesn't answer him, she postponesthe explanation rather
than answering. She should have answered even if only briefly.

4 Yes. We can do on operotion called a herniorrhaphy, where we
repairthe weak part of the gut using a speciol mesh.What we do is
make one or two smoll holes in your tummy, one around the belly
button and the other on the left side.T he doctor also offers to
drawthe hernia.

5 Ye, We'll need you to sign o consentform if you're happy with
everything when you comefor o pre-operation assessment.

6 Yes. See4above.

Vocabulary
Medical terminolo gy tot surgery

Students can do I on their own, check the answers with the whole class, and
then do 2 with a partner. Allow them to use a dictionary if necessary.

Or I  th 29 3i  4 j  5f  6c 7e 8d 9a 10b
l l laparotomy 5thoracoplasty 9pyelol i thotomy

2 nephrectomy 6 mastopexy 10 colopexy
3 colostomy 7 cystorrhaphy
4 hysterectomy 8 cholecystectomy

Pronunciation
Secondary stress

O for l, ask the students to work in pairs. After listening in 2 and checking
their answers, have the students do the role-play in 3.
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7 The doctor asks: How doyoufeel about having the operation?
But she could have checked ifthe patient understood
everyrthing: is this OK sofor?

8 No. She doesn't answerthe patient's question.
9 Yes. Example:

Patient I don't fancy being awake and hearing and seeing
everything.
Doctor Yes, I ca n u ndersta nd why you wou ld n't wa nt that.

3 All of the points raised in the questions in the previous section are
pertinent. The doctor wil l need to be more reassuring as it 's a
child and perhaps check everything clearly as the parent may not
ta ke everything in as they may be apprehensive and hence
d istracted.
The father is l ikely to feel apprehensive as it 's an emergency
operat ion for  a chi ld.

El additional activity
Put students into groups and give
them a list of procedures, operations,
or conditions which they have to
explain to a patient in their own
words using where / when / that /
which / zerorelative. Select items at
random from the previous units in
the book (e.g. Parkinson's disease, etc.)
or ask the students to select from the
book or elsewhere. Students prepare
explanations written on large sheets of
paper or on computer for the interactive
whiteboard. Monitor the language in
each group. They put one deliberate
mistake into each sentence and present
their sheets to the other students in the
class who have to find the mistakes.
Again keep a record ofwork for your
reference.

* Tip
Cet students to bring in their examples of

:;fl:::j,".' 
rega rd i ng pain from d ifferent

Language spot
Relative plonouns in explanations

Students do the exercise in pairs or on their own and then check their
answers as a whole class. Refer the students to the Grammar reference and
then do the A dditional activity, time permitting.

O; 1 We're goingto do something called a mastectomy, where a
breast is removed.

2 l t 's  a type of  st i tch done underthe skin sothatthere is onlya
faint scar left atthe end when the wound heals.

3 A colostomy is a procedure where the back passage is closed and
the end of the gut is at tached to an opening in the wal l  of the
tummy, to which a bag is attached.

4 lt 's a type of shock which happens when the volume of blood in
the body decreases.

5 Ol igur ia is a condi t ion where an abnormal ly smal l  amount of
ur ine is produced.

6 l t 's  an operat ion wherethe appendix is removed whenthere is
colicky pain in the centre of the tummy followed by vomiting
and then a shift of the pain to the right i l iac fossa.

Patient Gare
Have students do I in palrs without looking at 2. They then complete 2
together. Once they have checked their answers, they can do the role-play
in 3 with their partner. Encourage them to develop the conversation in their
ownway.

Or 2a4 b6 cl  d3 e2 f5

Project
Students do 1-4 in groups sharing information that they collect with the
whole class. For l, students can check with other groups. For 2, you might
want to allocate a website to particular groups. For 4, ask students to
explain the pain ladder to you. Given the connection with heroin, discuss



* Tip
Use this section as an opportunity to
facilitate, observe, and absorb.
Resist the temptation to become overly
involved and al lowyourself tofade into
the background. Watch how the students
perform ratherthan focusingjust on the
language.

* Tip
Developa l ight touch in helpingat
appropriate moments by insert ing
appropriate language help or expressions
without interfering and then 'pol i tely'

walking away. lf necessary, explain what
you are goingto do at the beginning ofthe
Speaking sedion.
Develop the confidence of not having to be
overly involved while being in control.

* Tip
Remind students of the difference between
skimming and scanning.
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the attitude to the use of morphine. Also discuss the need to take in the use
of paracetamol and patient fears of addiction to painkillers. For 5, ask the
students to work with a partner and do the role-play. Encourage them to
use the Useful expressions.

Or 3 Differentpeople havedifferentattitudesto pain and different
tolerance levels. Attitudes differ between families and societies.
Cultural expectations / attitudes will also have an effect.

5peaking
Ask students first to work in groups to do I and then find a partner from
another group for 2. The students take turns explaining the operation to
each other, including informationthe patient might want to know. Remind
them to refuse consent if they are not happy. Give feedback about why
consent was refused.

For {-6, students prepare for the role-play in front of the class. Follow the
instructions for preparation and feedback. Afterwards, time permitting,
students might want to role-play the scenario in pairs.

O; I Possible answers
The patient would want to know how the colostomy is going to
work; howthe bagwillwork; about the odour; about normal
activity, swimming, etc.; whetherthere is an alternative; stoma
care, etc.; whetherthe operation can be reversed; whether it will
solve the problem; how long it will be before he's back to 'normal'.

Reading
As a lead-in, ask the students to skim the text in I quickly and tell you what
it is about. Students can then complete the summary in I in pairs after
reading the text. They can then check their answers with the whole class
and do 3 in pairs. For 4, have the students work in groups and give whole
class feedback about interesting points.

O; land2
1 symptomless 4 cancer
2 regularity 5 Diagnosis
3 constipated 6 suggest

t ld 2c 3b 4a

7 deoendent
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* Tip
Th is is a nother opportunity to facilitate,
observe, and absorb.

* Tip
Remind studentsto mention signingthe
consent form at the begin ning a nd then ask
the patient to sign at the end when they
have the necessary information.

rc Tip
l f  you can, arrange a session whereyou
bring actors to be the patients.
Usethis as an opportunityto revisetopics
you have collected or done before. Also ask
the students to choose tooics.

* Tip
Emphasize tothe students the need to
dist inguish between helping each other
and the need to ma ke ta lki  ng about their
own experience individual tothemselves,
especial ly for job a ppl icat ions a nd
interviews.

Speaking
c Students follow the instructions for the role-play preparation in I and 2.

Give the students a time limit for the preparation and allow them to check
details with other groups, textbooks, and the internet. In 3 and 4, students
do the role-play as per the instructions. For 5, students do an impromptu
role-play without preparation. They can follow the instructions and then do
it in pairs after the feedback.

Proiect
r Students work in groups to discuss and share the information with the

class.

er 2 The numberof stationscan vary.Astandard OSCE contains around
24 stations. Again the stations can vary in length; forthe PLAB OSCE,
the stations arefive minutes long with one minute preparation.

3 Allof the stations are normally found in an OSCE, except for
giving a presentation and reciting medical detail.

Wdting
Describing a complicated operation

* Students work in pairs for I and then vwite the description as per the
instructions in 2. The description in 2 needs to be about their own
experience and should not be a copy of the answer of the partner they
discussed with in L In 3 and 4, students peer review their work, first for
mistakes and secondlv for content.

Checklist
r See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'

pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
This unit deals with communication and language under
the theme of Cardiology. Although students may not
be specialists, given the prevalence of heart problems
throughout the world, they will already have some
information about this field. As the teacher. do not be
intimidated by the medical side of the unit.

As before, follow the instructions and allow the students
to help you if necessary. They are specialists and you are
a specialist, so allow the partnership to be to your mutual
benefit. By now it must be apparent that you do not have
to worry about having to know or even understand all
the medicine, but only enough to be able to help the
students. Getting to this level of confidence in yourself is
more important than the acquisition of understanding
of the medicine itself, which will come gradually. It is
worth pointing out here again that no matter how much

knowledge you gain,you must not interfere withthe
medical aspect of any discussion.

As well as looking at technical and non-technical / lay
Ianguage in the context oftalking about heart disease
and giving explanations, dealing with talking about the
future and the prognosis of a disease is covered

Accessing information in conversation can take the form
of finding what the general idea of a conversation is
about, which has been dealt with in previous units. In this
unit going deeply into what people say by interpreting
detail delivered at natural speed is dealt with. This can be
difficult, but especially so if processing the information
when there are contractions like he'II've been ...Youmay
want to revise this again in the remaining units.

Useful referencet Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine,
7th edition, Longmore et al.

x Tip
Encourage students to question each other
a bout the ECC s a nd a I low them to ta I  k to
other students.

x Tip
To bui ld your own confidence further, go
around l istening to the students as they
discuss to increase your fa m i l iar i ty with
interpreting ECGs. Don't worry i f  you don't
understand everything students say. After
they have f inished discussing l ,  ask them
to explain more of the ECCs toyou and ask
o uestions for clari f icat ion.

Check up
q6 Students work in pairs to do l-3. If there are no statistics available for

comparison in l, ask students to comment from their experience.

Or Z c Completeheartblock
d Acute anterior mvocardial infarction

listening I
A heart condition

* O Have students listen andthen do I and 2 as awhole class activity.
For 3-5, students listen again, write notes, and compare their answers in
groups, discuss the possible differential diagnosis, and then report back to
the class. For 6, students work in pairs to do the role-play.

O'r I myocardial infarction (or heart attack) ratherthan angina.
Reasons: pain in the centre ofthe chest, had it before but now
unrelieved by use ofthe CTN spray, breathlessness, nausea,
vomiting, sweating, pain in both arms

2 Doctor's manner- reassuringtone of voice and he says
reassur ing th ings:
He's actually OK. He's'a bit more stable.
The CTN spray? (active l istening)
Your husband is doingverywell. l t 's goodyou got him straight into
hospital (praising the patient's wife)
mood of the patient's wife - agitated - hurried speech
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E Additionalactivity
Get students to search the internet
for examples of case history reports
related to cardiology with answers.
Ask each student to print multiple
copies depending on group size. Put
the students into groups and ask each
student to give their fellow group
members a copy of their case report and
questions. The student who provides
the case history guides the answering of
the questions by asking his colleagues
questions. He / she then reads the
answers to the group. You can ask all
group members to provide a case history
or do only one case history per group.
A group member gives feedback to the
class. There are many books with case
histories with answers you can use.
Keep copies ofthe case histories the
students provide.

E Additionalactivity i:i
For Vocabulary, find a case history report
related to cardiology and medication
- about half to two-thirds of a page in
length. Underline words that you think
are essential forthe understanding ofthe
report from the medical point of view. Do
not underline words like prepositions or
articles, etc. or verbs unless you think they
are necessary. Either give the students
the list of words you have isolated in the
order they occur in the case report or
dictate them. Students work in groups
and recreate the text. Tell them there is
no needto write anything down. When
they have finished, give them a copy of
the original text and ask them to find
the underlined words. They then discuss
the original text. Students then take
turns role-playing the explanation ofthe
medication to the patient without using
any technical / medical terms.

* Tip
For Language spot, before the class,
prepare seven or eight sentences related
to ca rd iology using the futu re forms. Or
ask students in oairs to write one each a nd
col lect them. Encourage them to use more
than one verb in the future in each
sentence. Read the sentences to the
students who write down the tense used.
When you have f in ished, ask them to
checktheir  answers in pairs.
Read the sentences again and ask the
students to te l l  you why the part icular
form was used in the sentence.
Keep a copy ofthe sentences.

3 1 patient's husband gave himself a few puffs but the pain
wouldn't go

2 at  Tish
3 Whatwe're goingto need to do, with your consent, isto give

your husband something to help get rid of any blood clots. There
is a risk of stroke with the procedure, but the benefit can be
dramatic if we get it down quickly. lt can have a considerable
effect. There doesn't seem to be any reason why he shouldn't
have the medication, but we need to give it as soon as possible
and we need your consent.

4 Bythe looks of  i t ,  i t 's  a l l  goneverywel l  and he' l l  be upand about
in notime. Forthe moment he just needs a bit of a rest.

4 Di f ferent ia l  d iagnosis:  angina, pulmonary embol ism,
musculoskeletal pain, and gastro-oesophageal reflux (to name but
a few)

Vocabulary
Avoidance of technical terms

Students can do I in pairs and check their answers or do it on their own and
check their answers in pairs before the whole class looks at the exercise
together. Then 2 can be done in groups.

O'r  |  l i  2e 3d 4j  5c 69 7b 8h 9f  10a

Language spot
The future

Have students do l-3 in pairs, checking answers at the end of each exercise.
In the pairwork in 4, check students'questions before they ask each other
questions. Refer students tothe Grammar reference.

Or |  1 SimplePresent 4 FutureCont inuous
2 Future Perfect 5 Future Perfect Continuous
3 PresentCont inuous

21H 2D-E 3E 4D 58 68
r 1 ' l lbe

2 ' l l  be sent
3 ' l lsoon move/' l lsoon be moving
4 wil l 've been /' l l  be
5 ' l l  be walk ing
6 Wil l  he be able
7 wi l l  he have had
8 is coming/ comes, ' l l  see /  ' l l  be seeing

Pronunciation
Speaking at natural speed

O Students do l-3 and write down the missing words, then check their
answers with a partner before listening again. When you have gone over
the answers, play the recording again so students can do 4. Then get
students to do 5 on their own.
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* Tip
Use the sentences in the orevious
Additionol activity as a dictation exercise.
Dictate or ask one ofthe students to dictate
the sentences. The class write down only
the subject ofthe verb and the verb, not
the whole sentence. Check the answers
and checkthe pronunciat ion especial ly as
regards contractions.

x Tip
As a q u ick check at the end, read a few
sentences with futu re forms with other
tenses mixed and ask studentsto say
whether the sentence relates to the futu re
or not.

El ldditional activity
Get the students to volunteer to
summarize brieflythe signs and
symptoms for one or more of the
conditions 1-4 in l.

x Tip
Allow the students to controlthe Speaking
section, discreetly guiding them if  they are
straying offcourse. Watch the students
and glean as much information as possible
a bout (a) how they work together a nd (b)
the medica I content. Cive constructive
feedback about their oerformance and
ra n8u age.
Ask the students q uestions to cla r i fyyou r
own medical understanding of the role-
play. The students wil l  be onlytoo happy to
nel p you.
Video the role-play and play i t  back at
the end forfeedback. Keep a copywith
permission and copy i t  for al l the students.
They can download them to their mobiles
and watch them in their own t ime.

He'll have been in the theatre for overthree hours in a few
minutes' t ime.

2 Dr Nur isn' t  start ine his c l in ic t i l l two o.m.
3 He'l l be in and out in no time.
4 Al l  beingwel l ,  he' l l  be abletogghome bytheweekend.
5 The opeption's scheduled forfivgthis afterasen.
6 You're having the veins on the igh:!lgg stripped this afternggg

am I  r isht?
7 The doctor said l ' l l  be having a eeneral anaesllgtic.
8 He'l l 've been coming to the clinic off and on for the past

three vears.
5 Exa mple for 1 : He theatre over th ree hours few mi n utes' t ime.

(Unstressed words: ' l l  have been in the for in a )

er 11
2
3
4

41

isn't starting
He' l l  be in and out
he'll be ableto go

Or 3 a noun-matter
b pronoun -everything / all
c adjective - unusual,

adverb - defi nitely / certa inly
41f 2d 3e 4b 59 6a 7c

5 's scheduled
6 You're having
7 l ' l l  be having
8 He'll have been coming

d adjective-afraid, noun *while

e verb-wear
f preposition - out
g adjective-natural

Signs and symptoms
Competition

Put students into groups to do the competition-type exercise in l. Get them
to check their answers in the upside down box. For the presentation in 2,
students work in groups.

Proiect
Students work in groups and then share the information they have
collected with the class.

Speaking
Ask students to work in groups in I to prepare for the role-play. In 2-4,
students work in groups taking turns doing the role-play and giving
feedback as directed. Emphasize the need to stick to the time limit as
directed. For 5, volunteers do the role-play in front of the class with one
or more students giving feedback about their performance to the class.
Students then do the role-play in 5 in pairs.

He'l l have been in the

Patient care
Students do I in pairs and then in 2 compare with other students before
checking with the whole class. They then do 3 and 4 in pairs and check their
answers. For 5, get the students to do the role-play in pairs.



ElAdditional activity
Ask for a volunteer to describe to the class
the presentation ofthe patient in his/her
role-play. Then ask them to describe their
own performance and what theythink
they could have improved on.

* Tip
Refer students to the readi ng for th is
unit in the Reading bank (p. 6o) to do for
homework or do i t  at an appropriate point

dur ingthis uni t .

Cardiology

Or I  Listof samplequest ions relat ingto pain:
Remember the mnemonic 5ocrates.
When did it start?, etc.
Can you describe the pain for me? Tell me aboutthe pain.
In particular: When does the pain come on? Does anything setthe
pain off? Does anything relievethe pain?
Past history: Have you had any stomach problems in the past?
What doyou think it might be? ls this what's worryingyou?
The patient may be anxious that the pain is to do with the heart.

Reading
Get students to do l-3 in pairs and check their answers. Then for 4, students
work in groups and give feedback to the whole class.

Or 2 1 Hypertension (HT) is commonly called high blood pressure,
nowadays (2005 on) defined as above 140/85 mm Hg; or if one
is diabetic, over 135/80.

2 Correcttreatment of hypertension reduces the risk of a heart
attack byabout2O% and reducesthe risk of stroke byabout40%.

3 Possiblyas manyasl6 mill ion UK people have high blood pressure...
4 ... obvious underlying cause such as kidney disease; being obese,

too much alcohol, too much salt, stress, lack of exercise, poor
diet, too l itt le potassiu m, a nd family history of relatives with
hypertension.

5 The link between hypertension and coronary heart disease and
stroke is very well esta blished.

|  1 135/80
2 lifestyle
3 most

4 Oilyfish with omega-3
5 wel lestabl ished

Listening 2
Advice about lifestyle changes

6) Students listen and do l-3. Then 4 can be done as a whole class exercise
or in groups with feedback at the end.

O'r I See the l istening script on p.134.
3 1 lsthere anythingyou think might bethe cause of the high blood

pressure? - patient centred, i nvolving the patient
5o when did you retire? - active l istening.

2 Oh. That is quite a lot over. / Yes, on my father's side, all his brothers
and sisters had problems with angina. / Mmm, l 'm aware of that.

3 The doctorsays: lf nothingshows up inthetests,you seem to be
genera l ly qu ite hea lthy, but the problem is hypertension, which
can lead to other problems. And asks: Do you thinkyou can get
your weight down easily?

4 Did you do a ny sport before? Have you thought of starting up agai n ?
5 You'l I feel the benefit of it q uite quickly a nd if you're ca refu I with

whatyou eat,you'l l be backtowhatyou were before.
4 Possible answers

Walk, get off the bus a stop earlier, take children to the park
Suggestions
Haveyou ever thought about / What about joining a club?



* Tip
6et stude nts to sea rch the i  nternet for
leaflets giving patients advice about
l i festyle. Cet them to d iscuss i  n groups the
usefulness ofthe various leaflets. Or give
them copies of leaflets you have.

Patient cale
ar Use the introduction as a lead-in, eliciting other examples from the

students if appropriate. Put the students into groups to do l. They do 2
in pairs. After checking the answers, ask the students to do 3 in pairs,
encouraging them to use and expand on the Use_7fu1 expressions.

Or I 1 Appropriate'strongadvice',whichyoucan saytoa patientin danger
of suffering heart related problems as result of smoking. But it
could be softened by sayingyou're going to need to stop. lt's not
possible justtosay Hoveyouthoughtof ...? You should would be
a nnoying.

2 Not appropriate if a person has had a heart attack, because it 's a
lega I req u i rement to stop. You (' I l) need to... wou ld be better.

3 Appropriate as by asking about sport, a suggestion is being
made which draws the patient's attention to the idea.

4 An order. lt is too abrupt and would put the patient off.
5 Very strong and might put patients off takingthe medication.

It is proba bly better to use you'll need to or you're going to
need here.

6 Appropriate, but if salt is a problem, You'l l need / have to mighl
be better as it is stronger.

7 Appropriate where taking something l ike a drug is necessary.
When suggest ing changes in l i festy le l ike diet  and smoking
generally, this might be off-putting for patients.

8 Inappropriate as this is a weak suggestion and doesn't work
here. This would send the wrong message to the patient.
It 's about necessity not possibil i ty.

9 The use of s hould here would be annoying because it is giving
a subjective opinion, not necessarily objective clinical advice. lt
m ight be better to say Have you tried to ... /Try ond stop ... /
lnstead of ... Or for strong a dvice: you'll need to / have to; you're
going to need to / hove to so that the patient is aware ofthe
gravity of the situation. Note there may be occasions where
someone coming for advice about diet where suggestions l ike
Haveyou tried to...?, etc. wil lwork and where usingyou'//
need to, etc. wil l put the patient offand reduce concordance.

10 Appropr iate general ly but i f  smoking is a ser ious problem, a
polite suggestion l ike this may not be strong enough. The
patient may get the idea that it is desira ble rather tha n necessa ry.

11 Appropr iate when explaining medicat ion.
12 Appropriate to emphasize that this is not a suggestion. lt is

possible to soften it by sayingyou'll need to ... or you're going to
need to ...

2 Sample answers
1 lfyou reducethe amount of coffeeyou drink gradually, itwon't

be as diff icult to cut down.
Try and reduce the amount ofcoffeeyou have each day.
You'l l need totryto cut down the amount of coffeeyou drink on
a dal lv basis.
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2 You could try and do some relaxation classes. They'l l  make you
feel a lot better.
What about doing some stress management classes? You'l l soon
notice the difference in how you feel.
You'l lfeel a lot better after some classes to manageyour stress.
Classesto helpyou manageyour stress' l l  helpyou a lot .

3 Cettingyou rself into some dyna mic exercise l ike walking or
swimming' l l  helpyou a lot .  Al l  being wel l ,you' l l 've got used to
the new routine by the next t ime we meet.
Haveyou thought of doing some dynamic exercise l ike walking
or cycling?
To getyourself f itter,you'l l need to /you're goingto need to do
some dynamic exercise l ike walk ing or cycl ing.

4 As salt is harmful, you'l I need to reduce the amount of saltyou
eat, l 'm afraid. lt ' l l  help reduceyour blood pressure.
You're going to have to reduce the amount of salt you ta ke.
The amount of saltyou take'l l  need to be reduced, l 'm afraid.

5 Howdoyou feel  about eat ing morefrui t  and f ibre?
It d be better to increase the amou nt of fruit and fibre in your
diet. lt ' l l  makeyou feela lot better.
Eating more fruit and fibre wil l helpyou feel a lot better.

* Tip
Cive the students an impromptu test. Use
the speaking arrangement described on
p.00 of the Student's Book.Or i f  possible
br ingan actor.  Makethis a surpr ise.

x Tip
Keep samples of the students'writ ing
with their oermission for use with
future classes.

Speaking
Students do the role-play in I in pairs. Volunteers then do 2 in front ofthe
class with feedback being given in 3.

Or 2 Sampleanswersfornon-drugtherapy:
Reduce intake ofsaturated fats; Use margarines and otherfoods
enriched with plant sterol / stanol esters; Reduce weight; Increase
physical activity; Cive generaladvice about CHD/CVD, e.g. smoking
cessation
Sample answers for drug therapy:
1st prevention: Statin therapy. Treat a ll type 2 diabetes with a statin
Seethe Oxford Handbookof Generol Practice2nd edition, pages
324-5 for details.

Proiect
Students collect and discuss the information as directed ln l-3. This could be
a series of mini presentations with groups giving feedback to the class.

Writing
Difficulties in persuasion

Students do I in pairs before comparing their list with other students in
2. Ask the students to do 3 on their own. As this is a collaborative exercise,
students can check their answers wlth a partner afterwards. But remind
them that if this were part of any job application / interview process, it
would have to be individual to them.

Checklist
,, See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'

pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
Respiratory medicine includes clinical conditions
connected with the lungs and upper airway diseases
like asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
and sinusitis. As can be seen in Check up,the incidence
of asthma in the UK is high and is growing around the
worid. The countries currently with the highest incidence
of asthma are Australia for children and New Zealand for
aduits. The top four are the UK, Australia, New Zealand,
and Ireland. The high incidence is apparently as a result
of rapid development in recent decades, especially due to
modern living conditions with soft furnishings.

Statistics may not be readily available for students as
regards their own countries, but it is useful for them to be
able to interpret data, for which see I4lriting on p.96 of the
Student's Book.

The unit deals with the language to describe different
types of cough and sputum (phlegm)that students will
need to know ifthey are going to be able to understand
what the patient says when they present with certain
respiratory illnesses.

This will also help them with the diagnosis of the
condition as distinguishing the different types of cough
and sputum will help identify the cause.

Communication focuses on dealing with recognizing the
signs and symptoms in lung conditions and explaining
devices like inhalers and peak flow meters and checking
that the patient understands how to use them in order to
increase concordance and compliance.

In the unit the use of articles is covered inlhe Language
spot.

Useful reference: Oxford Handbook of Respiratory
Medicine,2nd edition, Chapman et al.

* Tip
Later in the uni t ,  ask students in groups to
col lect images from the internet related to
an aspect of respiratory medicine and give
a presentat ion usingthe images. Encourage
students to use an interactive whiteboard i f
you have access to one.

x Tip
For 4, ask students to f i  nd wh ich cou ntr ies
havethe highest incidenceof asthma inthe
world (this information is in the top margin
on p.95 ofthe Student's Book).

* Tip
Get students to work in pairs. One student
describes a cough to their partner and he /
she then identi f ies the condit ion. Or have
students namethe condi t ion and asktheir
partners to describe the cough.

Check up
Students do l-4 in groups. After students have done 1, discuss the images
with the whole class and elicit the link between them. For 2-4, students
again work in groups. When they have finished, get groups to feed back to
the whole class.

Or I The link is causes of respiratory problems.
a asthma c havfever e virus / f lu
b virus/ f lu d communityacquired pneumonia f  lungdisease

3 There is no universal ly agreed def in i t ion;  i t  is  usual ly a diagnosis
- a chronic airway inflammatory disorder with inflammation due
to complex interactions between inflammatory cells, mediators,
and airway cells. This is characterized by airway hyperactivityto
a va riety of non-specific stimuli, lead ing to a variable degree of
airway obstruction, some of which may become irreversible over
manyyears.
Symptoms: wheeze, chest t ightness, breathlessness, and cough,
part icular ly at  n ight.

Vocabulary
Coughs

O Students first do I on their own and check their answers with a partner,
and then with the whole class. For 2, students listen, identify the coughs,
and check their answers in pairs. For 3, get the students to work in pairs.
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Or 11
2
3

21
2

hoarse
really painful
sharp
dry
hoarse

4 tickly
5 wheezy
6dry
3 barking
4 productive

7 barking
8 hollow
9 productive
5 wheezy

* Tip
From a medical point of view, visualanalysis
ofsputum is by no means an exact science!
ln manlcasesthere is no r ightorwrong s

E ldditionalactivity
Choose different short medical texts
related to respiratory medicine. Divide
the class into groups ofthree students.
Give each group copies of the same
text. Ask them to go through the text
underlining examples of nouns with
the zero article, putting a circle around
examples with the definite article,
and a box around examples with
the indefinite article. Ask students
to compare their text with a partner
from another group and explain
any similarities or differences in the
frequency ofthe articles and explain
why they are used.

Listening I
Signs and symptoms

O Students do I and 2 in pairs. For 2, they listen, write down notes, and
then do 3 in pairs, checking if their diagnosis is the same as 1 above. Answer
any questions the students may ask and clarify any details you yourself are
not sure about.

Or I Most likely diagnosis: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(coPD)
Possible differential diagnosis: bronchiectasis/ bronchitis.

I See the listening script on p.135.
3 Diagnosis: Bronchitis.

The patient describes bronchitis. For example, the sputum
production is not chronic.

Vocabulary
Nature ofthe sputum

Students can do | - 3 in pairs, groups, or on their own and then check their
answers. For 4, students work in pairs, taking turns to do the role-play in 5.

Or 21c 2e 3a 4h 5b 6d 7f  89
I Possible answers

I n itia I ly: Chest X-ray, 5 pi rom etry, 5e ria I pea k flow record i n gs
Later: Chest HRCT, ENT examination, Bronchoscopy, Oesophageal
ph monitoring, serology for aspergi l losis, a nd echocard iogram (for
congestive cardiac fail u re.

Language spot
The definite and indefinite artide

As a lead-in, select example sentences to write on the board from this or
other units illustrating the articles. Or take examples fromthe Grammar
reference.For l-3, get the students to work in pairs, checking their answers
with the whole class after each exercise. Then refer students to the
Grammar reference and do the Additional activity if necessary.
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Orl 1 Breathlessness refers to the abnormal and uncomfortable
awareness of breathing. lts physiological mechanisms are poorly
u nderstood; possible afferent sou rces for the sensation include
receptors in the respiratory muscles. All patients need a full
history and examination.

2 Smoking isthe main cause of  chronicobstruct ive pulmonary
disease and lung cancer.  The N H5 spends f1.7 bi l l ion per year
ca ring for people with smoking-related conditions.
Covernment targets have been set to reduce the number of
smokers in the UK and health authorit ies have been allocated
funding for smoking cessation services.

The extra definite articles are:
1 the pneumonia
2 the airborne droplets, the expectoration
3 the thrombus
1 The majority of patients with chest pain referred to the

respiratory team have either acute pleurit ic pain or persistent
wel l - local ized pain.

2 Not all patients need treatment.The evidencefor significant
treatment benefits rests on which symptoms drive treatment
rather tha n the degree of OSA on a sleep study. Treatment
decisions require a close dialogue between physician and patient.

3 | n addition to su pportive care, antiviral treatment of pneumonia
with amant id ine or r imant id ine may shorten the durat ion of
i l lness if started within 48 hours of symptom onset.

5 Wrong-a nebul izer
6 Wrong-a week
7 Wrong- particular exercises

listening 2
Mistake recotnition

6) Students listen and check their answers in pairs for l-4. This section acts
as a form of concept checking for the previous Ia nguage spot.

Or |  1b 2a 3a 4b 5b Themistakesare:
1 a at the night, at moment 4 a in past
2b thebreathlessness 5a bvsi tuat ion
3 b f l ightsof thestairs

3 I  Wrong-a problem
2 Correct
3 Correct
4 Wrong-atthe moment

Speaking
Students work in pairs and do the ranking activity and check their answers
with the rest of the class.

Or Instantaneous: pulmonaryembol ism, pneumothorax
Acute (minutes-hours): exacerbations of asthma and COPD
Su bacute (days): pleu ra l effusion, loba r colla pse
Chronic (monthslears): pleural effusion fibrotic lung disease and/
or asbestosis



x Tip
Onceyou haveelici ted possible questions
in l ,  get students to work in pairs and
do concept checking of each other. For
pneumonia, for example, a student says

fever andthe pa rtner gives the q uestion.
Then check the whole c lass randomly
vourself in the same wav

Respiratory medicine 5l

Signs and symptomj
Lung conditions

Have the students do l-3 in pairs, checking their answers after each activity.

Or I Possible questions
1 Canyou tell mewhat broughtyou here? Haveyou had anyfever?

Tell me more about the fever. You sayyou have been unwell.
Tell me more about this. What about your appetite? / Have you
lost any weight? Have you had a ny breathlessness? Tell me
about the breathlessness. Can you describe the sputum for me?
Wasthere any blood in the phlegm? Areyou in pain? lsthere
anything elseyou want to te l l  me?

2 In addi t iontothe quest ions in 1,  askabout:  Doyou sweatatal l?
When?

3 Ask about wheeze. ls there any wheeze?
4 Ask about recurrent chest pain:  Doesthe chest pain keep coming

back? Haveyou hadthe pneumoniafora longt ime?
5 In addi t iontothequest ions in 1,  ask:  ls there/doyou haveany

pain? Ca n you tell me more about the pain? Doyou get dizzy?
Doyou everfaint? Haveyou had any recent operations or
immobi l i ty? Haveyou been on any long airplane journeys?

6 Additional questions: Tell me more about the chest pain. Do
you sweat at all? Tell me more about the sweating. Haveyou
ever had exposure to asbestos?

1 Assess oxygenation: O, saturation test. Blood tests: FBC, U&E,
LFI CRP, blood cul tures.  Establ ish basel ine coagulat ion,  sputum
for microscopy and culture, pleurit icfluid for culture.

2 CXR, mult ip le sputum samples,Tubercul in skin test ,  p leural
aspiration, biopsy

3 spirometry, PEFR, CXR, FBC, BMI
4 cytology: sputum and pleuralfluid; chest X-ray, peripheral

circular opacity; hilar enlargement; consolidation; lung collapse;
pleu ra I effusion ; bony seconda ries, biopsy, bronchoscopy,
CT, PET, Radionucl ide bone scan; lungfunct ion tests

5 FBC, U&E, basel ine c lot t ing,  D-dimers,  ABC, CXR, ECG
6 CXR/CT: pleu ra I th icken i n g/effusion. Bloody pleu ra I f l uid
1 Antibiotics, oxygen, analgesia
2 After checking patient, rifampicin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide,

etha mbutol, pyroxid i ne, steroids
3 Home: add or increase bronchodi lators,  ant ib iot ics,  oral

corticosteroids
4 Depending on tumour: excision, chemotherapy, radiotherapy,

analgesia , steroids, anti-emetics, cough linctus,
bronchod ialtors, a ntidepressa nts.

5 heparin, warfarin
6 symptomatic, prognosis poor
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* Tip
Check students understand the Usdul
expressions and encou rage them to use
them.

* Tip
Put students into pairs. Cive each student
a copy of a text related to respiratory
medicine no morethan a page long. Orgive
each oair a dif ferent text. Ask students to
use a oen to blank out a selection of words
at random - about ten words. Ask them
to swap their text with another pair and
comolete each other's texts
You can have variat ions ofthis exercise -

bl a n ki ng out on ly verbs, nou ns, adjectives,
etc.;or medicalwords only; orthe last word
ofevery sentence.

x Tip
Use the internet to f ind images of other
devices for students to descri  be or use to
give a presentation.

Speaking
r For l-3, students follow the instructions for the pairwork activity. For the

group work in 4, make sure the students are clear about their roles. For
the role-play in front of the class in 5, ensure students understand that
the patient is worried about something they haven't got. Students give
feedback in the usual wav.

Reading
x Put students into groups to describe the diagram in I and then ask a student

to describe it to the whole class. Students can then do 2 and 3 in pairs or on
their ornm and then check their answers with a partner.

G;2lexpirat ion 5closingvolume
2 dynamiccompression 6 inspiration
3 peak expiratoryflow rate 7 fixed upper airway narrowing
4 peakflow

3 lef fect  2ef fect  3cause 4cause 5cause

Speaking
A peak flow meter is a small device that you blow into, which measures the
fastest rate of air (airflow) that you can blow out of your lungs. Doctors may
prescribe patients a peak flow meter if they have asthma.

For l-1, students work in pairs. Go over the useful expressions in 2 and
expand them or add to them. Encourage students to use them as they
speak.

Or 2 Possible answer
Introduce oneself, explain the procedure, and obtain verbal
consent.
Ask the patient to stand or sit upright.
Set meter at'0'.
Ask patient to take the mouthpiece in his / her mouth, seal his /
her lips around it, and take a deep breath in.
Ask the patient to blow out as hard and as fast as possible
(maximal- not necessarily a complete blow out).
Notethe reading.
Record best of three attempts.
Compareto Nomogram in 3.
Explain howto keep a record / diary.
Demonstrate and ask the patient to show vou.

Project
I and 2 can be done in pairs with students giving feedback to the whole
class. Each pair can be given one item to look for. The project can also be
done as homework activity with students giving feedback in the next
lesson.
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Listening 3
Explaining a device

O Students listen in l, writing down the verbs and then checking their
answers with a partner and other students in 2. For 3 and f, students listen
and compare answers.

Or I remove push seal
inhale

feel replace
change waitshake use

prime push
pushing si t

breathe remove take
clicks hold remember

keeping breathe continue push pr ime
I Thethree steps which aren't il lustrated are primingthe device by

pushingthe lever up, breathing out, and removingthe inhaler and
holdingyour breath for as long as possible.

EI ldditionalactivity
In order to familiarize students with
looking at and interpreting data, give
them three graphs to look at in groups
of three. Give them a time limit and ask
them to prepare an oral summary of
each chart, practising within the group
before they do it for the class.

Speaking
x Students work in pairs taking turns to explain the device to each other

and asking the patient to explain. Go through the Useful expressions and
encourage the students to use them.

Writing
Describing data

* | is done by the students on their own. In 2, they check their answers and
prepare a description of the data orally, writing only notes. Then in l,
students write a description of the chart.

Or |  1 al l l inestogether
2 Annualdeaths per mi l l ion
3 WeeklyGPepisodes
4 Annual hospital admissions
5 WeeklyGPepisodes
6 WeeklyGPepisodes
7 Annual hospital  admissions
8 WeeklyGPepisodes
9 Patients treated annuallyfor asthma
l0 Annual hospital  admissions

Checklist
* See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'

pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
The theme of this unit is tropical diseases rather than
tropical medicine. Tropical diseases were defined by
Manson in his classic work ,Tropical Diseases. A Manual of
the Diseases of theWarm Climates (1898), as'those occurring
only, or, which from one circumstance or another are
specially prevalent, in warm climates'. As regards tropical
medicine, there has been discussion tecently as to whether
a better name might not be International Medicine. In the
Foreword to the OxJord Handbook of Tropical Medicine,
3rd Edition, David Warrel points out that India, home to
Kolkata's nineteenth-century School of Tropical Medicine,
no longer distinguishes it from general internal medicine.

Hence, the communication and the language in the
unit revolve around scenarios related to'international
illnesses'from a UK perspective. You may want to adapt
the scenarios to suit the countryyou are working in and at
times change the perspective.

Withthe ease of internationaltravel, more and more
people travel around the world and come in contact with

diseases / illnesses that are not prevalent in their home
countries.

But people do not just travel for leisure or business, they
migrate and settle in new homes in different parts of the
world and it is important that health professionals are
aware of their medical history so that they can be treated
effectively in their new homes.

Talking about tropical diseases is covered in this unit.
Sickle cell disease and malaria are just two of the topics
looked at as well as traveller's diarrhoea, which obviously
may occur among people travelling to and from any
country. While describing the life cycle of the mosquito,
an important vector of disease,the use of linking words
Iike next, then,when in descriptions is covered.

When students are discussing withtheirfellow students and
outside the classroom, it is important for them to be able to
showrespect to their colleagues in discussion.This important
skill is dealt with in the context of problem solving.

Useful reference: Oxford Handbook of Tropical Medicine,
3rd edition, Eddleston et al.

El additionalactivity
Give each student an image related to
topical diseases. Students then have to
work on their own to prepare a brief
description of their picture. Encourage
them to examine their picture using
yes / no queslions. They are also allowed
to ask fellow students. Students find
someone they haven't talked to and
describe their picture within two
minutes.

Check up
r, Students do t-3 in groups. Encourage students to create yes / no questions

to examine the pictures. Elicit fromthe students what is meant by a
notifiable disease in 2.

Or I a mosquito net-to preventthe spread of malaria
b tropical frog - contact with poisonous or dangerous animals in

exotic locations
c crowded cit ies - diseases spread more easily
d international travel - disease is harder to contain, global

pandemics occur
e growing rice - swamp conditions in tropical countries, especially

in Africa, are breeding grounds for parasitic diseases such as
malaria, schistomiasis ('snail fever'), and onchocerciasis ( 'r iver
bl indness')

2 Examples of notif iable diseases:
acuteencephalit is dysentery
cholera
diphther ia

malar ia
meningi t is  (a l l types)

teta n us
tuberculosis
whooping cough

See Department of Health (DOH):The Creen Book: immunization
a ga i n st i nfect iou s d i sea se s.
The reason why certain diseases have to be notif ied is because of
the risk to the general population ifthey spread and the cost to
the publ ic.
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3 Sample answers
Spanish inf luenza pandemic " l918*19

Swine flu outbreak in the United States 1976
Swine flu outbreak 2009

E additionalactivity
Do Speaking I as a whole class activity
or divide the class into groups. Each
group chooses one person from the
list in ProTect so that they all have a
different one or allocate at random by
writing the names on pieces of paper
and asking students to choose without
seeing the names. Each group has to
prepare a case for their name to be voted
the most important. Give a time limit
for the preparation and a time limit for
each group to speak and then a1low a
free vote.

* Tip
When you have checked the answers for
Listening 4, ask one or more doctors to
summarize the talk ortotel l  you as much
information as possible without looking at
their books.

E ldditionalactivity
For 5, ask the students to write out their
questions. Prepare your own list of
questions similar to those in 5, e.g. for 1:
Have you been outside the country in
the lastJew weeks? Make sure they are
jumbled. When students have written
their questions, give them your list and
ask them to match the questions. Or type
your questions in a large font and well-
spaced. Tear the page up so each question
is at least two fragments. Give them to the
students to match. Or get them to do the
tearing.

t .

Proiect
Put students into groups and allocate two or three topics to each group.
Then ask each group to feed back to the whole class.

Speaking
Ask students to do I in pairs and then in 2, compare their answers with
other pairs.3 can be done as a whole class activitv.

listening I
Treating leturnin g travellers

O Students listen and do I on their own. Then in 2, they decide what types
of words are missing in each space. After doing 3 on their own or in pairs,
and checking their answers, students listen and do 4 on their own. In 5, get
students to prepare questions for the role-play in 5.

Or I Malaria
2 All are nouns or noun phases except for 2 which is a prepositional

phrase
3 FBC-ful l  b lood count

LFTs - l iver function tests
MSU - mid-stream ur ine

t l l importeddisease 4bloodf i lms Tprodrome
2 pr ior totravel  5 twothousand cases 8 drenching sweats
3 travel party 6 mimic

I Possible answers
1 Haveyou been abroad recently? / Canyou tell me which country

/ places you have visited recently?
2 How long were you there / in each place? Did you have a ny

(brief) stopovers?
3 What about vaccination s before you went away? / Tel I me about

vaccinations. Did you have any vaccinations?
4 Did you take any malaria tablets beforeyou left and whileyou

were there?
5 Are the other people you went with OK?
6 Did you have any sexual contacts whileyou were abroad?
7 Did you receive any medical treatmentwhileyou were away?
8 Anything elseyou d l ike to add?
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r* Tip
For Vocabulary, tell students not to write
the answers in their books. Then getthem
to read the text to each other and then to
thewholeclass,  putt ingthewords intothe
text as they read.

E ldditionalactivity
Find a similar short and simple text to
that in l. Read the text aloud to the class
saying at rand om noun, verb, adj ective,
preposition,elc. in place of words. Or just
replace nouns or verbs, etc. Read the text
again and ask students to write down
what words they think are missing.
When the reading is finished, give them
a few minutes to check with other
students. Read the text again and then
elicit the answers from the whole class.
You can askthe students to do a similar
exercise in pairs where they choose the
words to replace with the word noun,
etc. Each student then has a different
text. Let the students see the full text.

* Tip
Find examples of other l i fe cycles or
processes for students to describe for
homework or as oralexercises.

E additionalactivity
As a follow-up to Reading,askstudents
to work in groups and prepare a mini-
presentation on a disease which is
common in their countries. Encourage
them to use images, PowerPoint,
video, and whatever electronic media
is available. Get them to do this for
homework. Limit the talk to ten minutes
maximum per group, followed by
several minutes of questioning.

x Tip
Allow the students to l isten again while
readingthe l istening script.

O? | 'l self-limiting 5 frequent
2 sweetened 6 unpeeled
3 preferable 7 unhygienic
4 hyper-osmolar 8 chlorinated

Or 2 I when
2 Afterthat/Next/Then
3 where

Speaking
Get students to work in groups and do I and one student presents his / her
case to the whole class in 2. Students then do I on their own.

language ipot
Linkingwords

Introduce the diagram and ask students to do I in pairs. Theythen do 2 in
pairs and 3 in pairs orally.

Vocabulary
Travellers'diarrhoea

r For l, students can work by themselves and then check with a partner, work
in pairs, or work in groups. When they have checked their answers, they do
the role-plays in 2.

9 reputable
10 :contarninated

4 WhenlAs soon as
5 Once/Afterthis
6 then / next

Writing
Describing a life cycle

Students do I in pairs and 2 in groups offour.

Reading
t Have students do l-l in pairs and then put them into groups to do 4.

O;2lhaemolyze 4al ternate Tprecipi tated
2 polymerize 5 occlusive 8 supervenes
3 trait 6 concomitant 9 mutation

I lFalse 2True 3True 4False 5True 6True TFalse

Listening 2
Maintaining good health

O Students Iisten and do l-3, checking their answers in pairs. Have the
students use the listening script to check their answers in 3. Then get the
students into groups to do 4 in preparation for the role-play in l.
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x Tip
Remind students to show resoect to each
other as they spea k.
Get student to suggest other problem-
solving exercises they could do.

Or I Sickle-cellanaemia
I Students check their a nswers against the listen ing script on p.136.
I Sample notes

6eneral health education
Seek medical attention early-especially high fever
Cenetic cou nsel I i n g i m porta nt to identify rel atives a nd pl a n
preSnancy
Avoid factors precipitating crisis - especia lly dehyd ration, hypoxia,
infections, cold environ ments
Folic acid supplements 1-5mgiday in adults
Protect against infection - pneumonia, etc.
Detection ofacute splenic sequestration -teach parents of
young children
Screeningfor retinopathy- annuallyfrom l5years of age.

Patient care
Students do I and 2 in pairs and check their answers with the whole class.
Then they do the role-play in 3 in pairs.

O'r  t r  a5 b4 c2 d3 el

Speaking
Put students into groups to do I and 2. Go over 3 and 4 carefully, asking
one or more students to explain what they are going to do. For 4 and 5, put
students into groups as directed. Explain the procedure for giving feedback
and give students a time limit to complete the task. Do 6 as a whole class
discussion.

O? |  1d 2d 3c 4e 5c 6a 7b 8d 9f  109

Cherklist
See suggestions on p.5. Go throughthe list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
The impact of technology on every aspect of medicine is
huge, influencing the lives of patients and their families,
health professionals, and administrators. New medication,
new devices to administer drugs, new treatments like
stem cell therapy, new procedures llke less and less
invasive treatment, and self-registration of patients at
clinics are all leading to a brave new world in medicine.

The creation of new technology in medicine is nothing
new, but what is different is the speed at which it is
being delivered. No sooner is some new groundbreaking

discovery introduced than it is superseded by something
else.

New medications have to be taken bythe patient and
new ways of doing things also have to be learnt. Health
professionais have to adapt to the change as well as
keeping themselves up-to-date with the changes by
learning about them and how to use them as well as
explaining them to patients. Resistance to change both
on the part ofthe patient and the health professional can
affect treatment, and lack of understanding can reduce
compliance and concordance on the patient's part.

x Tip
Ask students to create a l ist ofouestions
to descr ibe the images. Put the quest ions
i nto categories, a nd a sk them to use the
quest ions to ana lyse the images.

E ndditionalactivity
Have students answer one ofthe
questions in 2,3,or 4 as a homework
exercise or as a writing exercise in class

E ldditionalactivity
Ask the students to work in pairs /
groups and write sentences or questions
using the adjective which does not
collocate with each noun in l:there has
been or has there been a big change
in ... ? Or ask students to use the verbs in
2 to write sentences - they can use the
sentences in I as models: Technology
like computers has structurally changed
provision of health care internationally
(in a way that isfar-reaching).

Check up
As a lead-in, link the pictures in I with the title of the unit. Then ask the
students to describe the images. For 2-4, put the students into groups and
ask volunteers from the groups to summarize afterwards.

Or I  a futur ist icambulance
b sphygmomanometer
c art i f ic ial  hand

2 Advantages
Accuracy / speed / safety / less invasive / saves time / saves money
Disadvantages
Mistakes / dangers / deskil l ing / over-reliance / fa ulty / need
technic ians /  lose sight of  the pat ient  /  needs ski l led personnel

Vorabulary
Change

Students do I and 2 in pairs.

Or I Answers are shown in the correct order.
1 far-reaching structural  6 complete technological
2 real  medical 7 sudden radical
I  dramat ictechnological  8 importantscient i f ic
4 important medical
5 ingenious modern

2 1 change
2 breakthrough
3 advance
4 develop
5 invent

d nanotechnology
e pacemaKer
f  cel ld iv is ion

9 constanttechnological
10 pioneer ingjoint
6 revolut ional ize
7 transform
8 innovate
9 evolve

1O ini t iate
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x Tip
4 can be given as a writ ing exercise in class
or for homework or ask a volunteer or
volunteersto prepare a presentation on the
subiect forthe next or a future lesson.

x Tip
Ask students to work in groups and with or
without dict ionaries to make a l ist of seven
or eight more adjectives to eva I uate nou ns.
Then col latethe l is ts on the board.

x Tip
Put students into oairs and ask one student
to say a n adjective a nd the pa rtner to give
a synonym. You can do the same with
opposites, e.g. hazardous / risky * safe.f hen
do a random check around the class.

x Tip
Set a t ime l imi t for the debate and use a
stopwatchto helpyou st ickto i t .

Listening I
Technologica I advances

w O Students do l-4 in groups. After t, check the answers with the whole
class. Play the recording with the students looking at the listening script if
necessary. For 4, students give feedback to the class. Encourage students to
pass a judgement rather than just describe as they evaluate.

Vocabulary
Evaluating change

s Students can do l-3 in groups, checking their answers after each activity.

G; I The adjectives below evaluate the nouns. The others describe
them.
1 far-reaching
2 real
3 dramatic
4 important

2 t hazardous
2 beneficial
3 persuasive
4 harmful

3 t hazardous-risky 6
2 beneficial- helpful 7
3 persuasive-compel l ing 8
4 harmful- unsafe 9
5 invaluable -  incalculable 10

5 ingenious
6 complete
7 radical
8 important
5 invaluable
6 convenient
7 alarming
8 indefensible

9-
10 pioneer ing

9 detrimental
10 objectionable

convenient - practical
alarming- shocking
i ndefensi ble - u njustif ia ble
detrimental- unsafe
objectiona ble - offensive

Speaking
Put the students into groups in I to prepare them for the debate in 2. For 3,
have one group summarize the arguments with other students helping.

Listening 2
Trying to persuade the doctor
O Art students to listen and do I alone and then check their answers in 2.
They can do 3 in pairs, then listen again in 4, followed by the role-play in 5.

er | 1 Can't l just have the antibiotics I had the last t ime?
2 Won't an MRI scan show if there's anythingthere or not?
3 Wontthese steroids make me puton weight if l takethem?
4 lsn't that new stem cell treatment available for people with

strokes ?
5 Wouldn't it be better if l just stayed on this treatment for my

d ia betes?
3 Possible answers

1 to persuade the doctor to change their mind - indirectly
2 to persuade the doctor to give them something - i ndirectly
3 toshowworry
4 to ask fortreatment - indirectly
5 to crit icize / remind
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E additionalactivity
Get students to write their own negative
questions in pairs or groups. Go round
checking what they are writing. Ask
them to give their questions to another
group who has to write suitable replies.
You can then organize a role-play.

x Tip
Check understanding by saying several of
the sentences to students a round the class
to el ici t  resDonses.

E Additionalactivity
Before the ciass, collect images as prompt
cards (enough for four / five per group)
to use as a follow-up to 2. Ask students
to put the cards face down and select
one for someone else to respond as in l.
Ask students to swap cards with another
group whenthey are ready. Use the cards
to check at random round the class.

I I Well, whatyou'vegotisdifferentfromthe lasttime.This is a virus.
2 An MRI scan's not suitable here. lt 's clearfrom whatyou've said

that there's nothing sinister here.
3 They can make people add weight, but it 's onlya short course.
4 lt 's stil latthetrial stage,l'm afraid.
5 You can, butyou mightfind this is more convenientforyou.

Doyou want to think about it for a while?

language spot
Negative questions

O ast tt 
" 

students to look at the illustrations in I and elicit the various
feelings shown. Get the students to do 2 and 3 in pairs. After checking the
answers, students listen and do 4, then l. For 6, students work in pairs.
Do 7 as a whole class activity, writing examples on the board.

OF t a exasperated b slightly pleading c shocked d slightly coy
!  a9 b8 cl  dZ e4 f7 96 hl l  i5 j3 k10
4 a5,6,8,9,10 b2,3,4 c4,1O d4 e9,10,11 f1,2,7,1O
I Sample answers

1 You could /can, butyou mightwanttothink abouttryingthis one.
2 l'm very sorry,but / l'm afraid not. lt's only available privately.
3 You could /can continue, butyou mightfind this is betterforyou.
4 Oh,yes, sorry ... /Oh,yes,you're right.
5 l'm very sorry, butthis patient's next.
6 I'm very sorry, but all operations have been cancelled.

7 Acceptable situations would be using negative questions to make
tentative (abstract) suggestions, e.g.
Can't we just givethe change a go?
Wouldn't it be better totryto see howthe machine works first?
lsn't it betterto see how the technique develops before we try it?
The speakers are trying to persuade people of their opinion indirectly.
Unacceptable situations would be in exchanges wherethe listener
feels he or she is being criticized (personally), e.g.
Shouldn'tyou have been here earlier?
Hasn't this been done yet?
Couldn'tyou work out howto use itthen?
These sentences are critical and would be extremely rude if said
to a patient or colleague. The tentative approach becomes rather
negative in these examples.

Speaking
Students do I in pairs and then check their answers. In 2, they take turns
doing the role-play in pairs.

Or I Sampleanswers
a Insistent: Can't I have an X-ray?

Reluctant: Wouldn't I be better off with an ultrasound?
b Insistent: Can't I have some acuouncture?

Reluctant: Wouldn't something otherthan acupuncture be
betterfor me?

c lnsistent: Can'tyou give me a prescription forthisthen?
Relucta nt: Do I have to pay for another prescription ?
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d Insistent: Won't I get anytablets totake home with me?
Reluctant: Couldn't I do without the tablets?

e Insistent: Wouldn't it be betterto arrange an ultrasound?
Reluctant: lsn't an X-ray just as good?

f Insistent: Couldn't I have it done under localanaesthetic?
Reluctant: Didn'tyou say I could have a general anaesthetic?

g Insistent:  Can't  I  have an MRlthen?
Reluctant: lsn't it possible to have something else?

h Insistent:  Shouldn' t  I  have this ( lumbar puncture)test?
Reluctant: Couldn't I have something else?

x Tip
Select three or four extracts a nd give them
to students in grou ps. Then ask them to say
where the texts a re from and give reasons.

x Tip
Choose a dif ferent subjectto discuss as
a whole class. Or create a problem which
requires a solut ion l ike spending priori t ies
in health provision: equipment or medical
staff?

* Tip
Keep examples ofgood practice foryour
future reference with the students'
a pprova r.

* Tip
Ask the students to explain and discuss the
quote at the top ofthe page.

Reading
For l, ask students to work in pairs. After checking their answers, ask them
to do 2-4 by themselves, checking their answers after each activity. For 5,
the students work in groups and give feedback to the whole class.

O? 2 1 Awebsiteforpatients
2 Anewspaper
3 A specialist website on stem cell research

3 1 trial anderror 3 unequivocal 5 outweigh
2 risks 4 emotive

tl ' l  Such information is crit ical for scientists to be able to grow
large numbers of unspecialized stem cells in the laboratoryfor
further experi mentation.

2 Edinburgh uses stem cells from voluntary adult donors,
ha rvested after thei r death. to treat cornea I blind ness.

3 The chemotherapy is higherthan conventional chemotherapy
and also k i l ls  the stem cel ls in the bone marrowthat would
normal lv make blood cel ls.

Speaking
Students do I in pairs and then check with the whole class or alternatively
they do it as a whole class activity.2 and 3 are done in pairs with 4 and 5
being done as whole class activities.

Or I Stem cells are extracted, separated, and grown in the laboratory,
and then injected into the patient's artery where they repair the
damaged heart muscle.

2 Foc1,2,6,8 Against :  3,4,5,7

Writing
Stem celltherapy

Students do I in pairs and then in 2 do the writing activity by themselves.

O? l lc  2d 3a 4e 5b

Checklist
See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Instructions for communication activities
Unit 1

1 Divide the class into pairs, Student A and Student B.
2 Give Student A Emergency Card:. and Student B

Emergency card z. Allow the students one minute to
look at the cards. The students adopt the role ofthe
patient or friend / relative ofthe patient in the picture.

3 Student A is the doctor and asks the patient or friend
/ relative of the patient Student B what happened.
Student B replies, giving as much information as
possible to the doctor.

4 When they have finished, they switch roles.

Alternatively, divide the class into pairs, Student A
and Student B. Student A has one minute to look at the
scene. Then Student A gives the card to Student B and
describes the scene, giving as much detail as possible.
Student B looks at the card and prompts Student A
about missing details: What about ...? When...?Youcan
increase the urgency of explanation by limiting the
time available to describe the detail on the card.

Unit 2
1 Divide the class into pairs, Student A and Student B.

Cut the page into ten cards and give each pair a set of
the cards either put in a pile or spread out, face down.

2 Student A, the patient, selects a card without letting
the doctor see and decides what accident he / she had.
You may or may not want to allow the patient the
option of choosing a different card.

3 Student B, the doctor, takes the history from the
patient and creates a history around the card.

Alternatively, you can ask students to choose a card
for each other. Or you can ask them to choose two
cards and combine them in the history. You may also
want to give the students a chance to go through all
the cards first before they select one, to check the
vocabulary or you may want to do them impromptu.

Unit 3
1 Divide the class into pairs. Cut the page into eight

cards and divide accordingly. Give each student the
relevant set of cards

2 Divide the Student As into groups and do the same for
Student Bs. The students then discuss how they would
deal with the situation as a doctor and as a patient.
Give atime limit.

3 Ask the students to pair up with a student with
different cards.

4 Student A, as a patient, tells the doctor what they
want to / need to do and the doctor has to dissuade the
patient: l wan t to go home. / It's better to stay here. / But
can't I ...? You may want to write up the exchange on
the board as an example.

5 The process is repeated for Student B.

Alternatively, you can ask the students to create a
scenario and take a full history relating to the patient.
You can ask the students to be a cooperative or (very)
difficult patient.

Unit 4
1 Give each student a picture and tell them they are

going to talk to a pregnant woman who has come to
see them for a check-up. She has another child with
her. The doctor knows the patient. (You may want to
do it without the patient and doctor knowing each
other -they then have to introduce / check names and
greet.)

2 Tell them that they are to find a partner and initiate a
case history using the thought bubble on the picture
as a prompt for small talk. The doctor should begin by
greeting the patient and using her name.

3 Tell them to restrict the small talk to no more than
three turns / exchanges each.

4 Have the students do this with three or four students
each.

5 Go through the process as a whole class and check
any problems the students had with responding
appropriately to any of the turns.

6 Write up one example on the board.
7 Ask the students to do several of the mini role-plays

withyou.

Unit 5
1 Ask the students to work in pairs and choose card A or

B. Or allocate the cards to alternate pairs.

2 Have the students prepare a scenario for the patient
on the card who has been brought to the hospital for
the first time.

3 The students should create a medical history for the
patient,writing downthe patient's name, etc.

4 The students then work with a student with the other
card and take a history from each other.

Unit 6
1 Ask the students to work in groups.

2 Give the page to the students and ask them to discuss
areas ofthe house that are unsuitable for an elderly
stroke victim who is returning home after being in
rehabilitation. The patient is now fairly mobile, but
frail. The students decide what they would say to the
patient about what needs to be adapted before they
can go home.

3 Ask the students to work with a student from another
group and take turns explaining the fact that the
house needs to be modified before the patient can
return home. They should ask the patient if they can
assess their home and how the patient feels about all
ofthis.

4 Discuss the process as awhole class.
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Unit 7
1 Ask the students to work in pairs.

2 Give them the page and ask them to choose two or
three which reflect things they regret doing or not
doing.

3 Give them a few minutes to decide together how they
are going to explain their regret.

4 Remind them to use the modals they have learnt to
reflect on their experience s (should have / could have /
would have) and also the verbs taking -ing / to (I meant
to).

5 Ask the students to change partners and explain their
choices, giving reasons and how they would change
things now.

6 If students want to reflect about things outside the
page, allowthemto do so.

7 As a follow-up, allowthe students to ask you to reflect
on things on the page.

Unit 8
1 Ask the students to work in pairs.

2 Give them the words cut into cards and ask them to
look at the cards without their partner seeing them.
Give them three or four minutes. The students think of
a scenario to match each card and details for a history.
You may want to allow the students to write notes or
forbidthem doing so.

3 Ask Student B to choose a card without seeing it and
give it to Student A, who adopts the role of the patient.

4 Student B takes a history from the patient and
explains at the end the operation procedure that will
be done.

5 Repeat the role-play with the Student B cards and
change ofroles.

Unit 9
1 Divide the class into groups, Students A and B.
2 Give the students the relevant ECG. Ask them to

discuss the details of the ECG.
3 Ask them to decide: a possible scenario / brief history

for the patient; how they would explain the findings
of the ECG to the patient; and the prognosis. Remind
them of the tenses they used in the unit.

4 Tell the students to work with a partner with a
different ECG.

5 The students role-play explaining the prognosis to a
patient starting by saying they have received the ECG
and looked carefully at it.
Answers: A = normal ECG;B = atrial flutter

Unit lO
1 Cutthe page intoten cards.
2 Divide the class into groups of three and give each

group the cards to look at face up.
3 Ask one group member to choose a card with a subject

he / she would like to be examined on.
4 The othertwo students ask questions about the

subject, covering presentation, treatment, tests /
investigations, differential diagnosis, prognosis.

5 Give them a maximum of five minutes each to be
questioned and two minutes'feedback using the
checklist on page 117 of the Student's Book. Ask them
all to be examined and allow one or more students to
choose the same subject in each group lf they want to.

6 As a follow-up, discuss the exercise with the whole
class as a revision tool.

Alternatively, ask the students to choose a card for
each other; or ask them to role-play a patient with
the condition on a card they choose or someone else
chooses (face up or face down); or ask each student to
make a mini-presentation (impromptu or with five
minutes'preparation) to a small group.

Unit 11
1 Divide the class into pairs, Student A and Student B.
2 Give the students the relevant data. Students either

ask each other questions to complete the missing data
in their respective sets of data, or ask them to describe
the information they have and their partners fill in
the missing data. Encourage the students not to just
askWhat is the answer for number 1.? but to ask Which
destination do 33% of ...?

3 As a follow-up, ask the students to discuss the data in
groups or as a whole class.

Unit 12
1 Divide the students into sets ofpairs, Students A and B

and Students C and D.
2 Give Students A and B the relevant photograph and

tell them that they have to support the modernization
of the wards in their hospital to make them very high-
tech. One ofthe pair is very enthusiastic about the
modernization and one is lukewarm about it. But both
are against making it cosy as in the other photograph,
which they are allowed to see.

3 Give Students C and D the relevant photograph and
tell them that they have to support the idea of making
the wards as patient-friendly as possible with little
or no equipment. One of the pair is very enthusiastic
about the environment and the other is lukewarm. But
both are against having a very high-tech environment,
which they are allowed to see.

4 Remind students of the language of change and the
adjectives inthe unit.

5 Combine the two sets of students into groups of four
to discuss which is the better environment.

6 Remind them about allowing and inviting each other
to speak.

7 As a follow-up, discuss with the whole class
the strongest arguments for and against each
environment.

Alternatively, you can do this with three students:
two enthusiastic students and one lukewarm about
a picture of his / her choice. You could also put the
students into Iarger groups and ask them to make
their own choices and come to a decision about the
environment thevwould Iike to have.
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I Grammar test
Underline the correct verb.

L I ran / was running / had runto catch the bus when suddenly I felt a sharp pain in
myside.

2 Jane had an attack last January but before that sh e hasn't experienced / hadn't
experienced / wasn't experiencing anything.

3 Once I sat / have been sitting / had been sitting down for a few minutes, the
dizziness went away, but wh en I sto o d up / hav e b e e n st anding up / had sto od up, it
have come on / came on / 's been coming on all over again.

4 He3 been getting / got / was getting these pains for two days now and we were
getting reallyworried, so I h ad decided / decided / was decidinq to bring him in.

5 After he had been brought in, he began / was beginning / had begun to feel much
better and was discharged.

6 Whenwecame / havecome / hadcomehome,weJound / havefound / had

found her lying on the fl oor. She has ju st lay / w as just lying / had just lain there,
motionless.

7 He stood / was standing / had stoodby the sofa when suddenly h e started / was
starting / had started moaning, and then he juslpassed out / was passing out I had
passed out.

8 lhaven't had / hadn't / hadn't had anything like this before it happened / was
happening / has happened yesterday, btttlfelt / wasfeeling / 've beenfeeling all
right since.

Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense and underline the name of the tense in
brackets.

1 She - (walk) up the stairs when she suddenly felt woozy. She
(sit)down.It-(be)thefirstt imeit-(happen).(SP,PC,PresPerf,
Pres Perf Cont,Past Perfl

2He-(sweat)profuselyforthispasthourorso.I-(notsee)him
likethatbefore.Isheseriouslyill? (SP,PC,PresPerf,PresPerf Cont,PastPerfl

3Daniel-(attend)theclinicsincelastsummer.He,scertainlybeen
improvingrecently.Thistimelastyearhe-(lie)intheintensivecare
unit very ill. (SP, P C, P r e s P e rf , Pr e s P e rf C ont, P ast P e rfl

4He-(collapse)justoutsidethesupermarketwhenhe-(come)
homefromwork.He-(notcomplain)ofanythingbeforethis'Itcameas
such as a surprise. (SP,PC,Pres Perf,Pres Perf Cont,Past Perfl

5MrsDenby,srecovery-(be)veryrapideversinceshewasadmittedto
hospital.Andshe-(nothave)anypainforthelasttenhoursnow.(sP,Pc'
Pres Perf,Pres Perf Cont,Past Perfl

Match the parts of the sentences to form six sentences and questions.

a less shallowthanbefore

b his breathing is

c Ihaveeverbeenin

d was the attack

e this is the best hospital

f shorterthanbefore

g hesaidthepainwas

h he's been attending the clinic

i were the stairs
j considerably sharper this time round

k easierto climb

I moreirregularlythanbefore
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I Communication
Emergency card 1
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2 Grammar test
In each sentence below, put the verb in brackets into the Present Continuous, Present
Simple, or Present Perfect. In each sequence, use each tense once only.

1I-( justcut)mysel fandI-(bleed)alot . I t real ly
(hurt).

2Idon,t th inkhe-(have)anybrokenI imbs,buthe-(have)a
nastyshock,whichiswhyhisbIoodpressure-(go)down.

3I-(get) th isdul lacheinmyback.I th inkI-( twist)mysel f
somehowinmysleepandnothing-(seem)toreIieveit.

4Jeremy-(eat)sol idfoodsnowNormaI lyhe-(nothave)much
forbreakfast,buthe-(notleave)cerealandtoastandfruitonhistray
today.

5Thewound-(heal)real lywel] ,eventhoughyou-(sIash)your
arm badly.It - (look) really clean.

6I-(remove)thesI ingandhe-( feel) f ine,buthest i I l

- (need)to be careful.

7 -I-(recover) completely? Well,the consultant-
(think) it's OK for me to go home, so I - (wait) for someone to come and
collect me.

In each sentence, there is one word missing. Complete the sentences.

1 If your foot still hurting you in a couple of days, don't ring, just come back and see
US,

2 If this happens again, straight here so we can check you out.

3 If your toe swells up again, don't hesitate to come see us again.

4 You need take him to your GP if you have the slightest concern.

5 You're going have to stay in for another 24 hours, if the tests don't give the all-clear.

6 Don't wait. Just come straight in and see if the medicine causes you any problems.

7 If your foot discoloured, try to keep it up as much as you can.

8 You need come back and see us if anything unusual happens.

Persuade the patient in the following sentences using your own words.

1 If you get any circulation problems like pins and needles,

2 If his leg swells in the plaster cast,

3 If the pain doesn't go or if it gets worse in any way,

4 If your hand becomes ...,

5 Ifthe stockingistootight,

6 If your hand becomes paralysed,

7 If you get any stiffness in the shoulder,

8 If the bandage comes off,
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slipped and fell on
back

smashed knee into
box

banged into
something

tripped and landed
on hand / wrist

went over on side
squashed finger in
door

dislocated shoulder

pulled muscle in leg

stubbed toe on box

twisted ankle
getting offbus
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3 Grammar test
I Usethecuestomakequestions.

1 Where you when the problem start?

2 thephlegmyelloworgreen?

3 Whatelseyouworry?

4 Whatthink cause the rash?

5 Could describe bit more how all happen?

6 you pain?

7 bangknee something anytime?

8 how long you have headache? (Looking at the patient holding her head)

Identify the types of question in I using these descriptions:

a a closed question

b anopenquestion

c a leading question

d apatient-centredquestion

e afamily-/work-relatedquestion

f a prejudicial question or question suggesting the answer

Use your own words to complete the doctor's questions in the conversation.

Doctor OK,Mrs Deacon, I here?

Patient Well, mmm, I'm not feeling verywell.
2 problem?

Patient Mmm.lhavethis paininmyshoulder.

Doctor How

Patient Forthepastfewdays.

Doctor a before?

Patient At least twice in the Iast six months. But not as bad as this.
5 pain?

Patient Well, I can barely get dressed in the morning as I can't raise my arm above
my head. It takes me ages to get ready.

Doctor Where 6)

Patient Mmm, just here on the right shoulder.

Doctor spread 7't

Patient Yes.It goes downintothe armabit.

Doctor anything 8)

Patient Nothing really, except a few painkillers. It wakes me up at night
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StudentA

i
i

You want to go home, but i
the doctor wants you to
stay in hospital.

You want to run in an
athletics competition next
week, but the doctor wants
you to rest for three weeks.

You want to go back to
work in a shop, but the
doctor wants you to stay at
home with your leg up for
two or three days.

You want to go back to a
party,but the doctor thinks
it's better for you to rest at
home.

Student B

You don't want to take any
medication, but the doctor
is trying to encourage
you to take some anti-
infl ammatory medication.

You would prefer to be at
home on your own, but the
doctor says you need to
have someone with you.

You need to travel abroad
in a week's time on
business, but the doctor
thinks it is better for you
not to travel.

You want to stay in
hospital, but the doctor
thinks you can go home.
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4 Grammar test
I Decide what the modal verb in each sentence is expressing. Underline the appropriate

word inbrackets.

1 You need to be very careful as the baby is very fragile. (conclusion / necessity /
persuasion)

2 This can help ease the pain a little bit. (possibility / obligation / permission)

3 The doctor thinks the baby should begin to move soon. (expectation / conclusion /
necessity)

4 I think we ought to refer you to the hospital immediately. (strong advice /
expectation / necessity)

5 The baby should be here any day now. (conclusion / expectation / possibility)

6 Can't I have the baby at home then? (persuasion / possibility / expectation)

7 You need to be careful with certain foods during pregnancy. (necessity /
expectation / possibility)

8 Shouldn't we get a second opinion in this case? (persuasion / possibility /
expectation)

9 It must be the fibroids that are causing the problem. (possibility / expectation /
conclusion)

10 I've been told I mustn't overdo it at work in these last few weeks. (obligation /
possibility / expectation)

2 the speaker in each case below wanted to express the meaning given at the
beginning ofthe sentence but got it wrong. Conect the sentences using the
appropriate modal verb.

1 Expectation: They are able to have chiidren.

2 Conclusion: The diagnosis is wrong.

3 Permission: He will come to the lecture if he wants to.

4 Possibility: The medication has some side effects.

5 Persuasion: Do I need something to make me more relaxed?

6 Obligation: The doctor says I can rest.

7 Necessity: He shouldn't smoke around his pregnant wife.

8 Expectation: The baby wiil be born later this afternoon.
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5 Grammar test
I Add the correct particle to the sentences below. If you need to,look at the list of

particles below.

1Everyoneatworkjustseemstobegetting-meallthetime.

2 Things like the weather rarely get me -.
3 lVhen do you think Admissions will get -to me?

4 Dr Gant gets - with everyone. He's so friendly.

5 I'm surprised he got - his illness so quickly.

6 Sometimes it's not easy getting - certain patients.

7 Itcantakeme agesto get-to sleep.

8 I don't know what's got - her at all. She was fine yesterday.

at back down into off on over through to

2 tn l, decide whether the phrasal verbs are separable or inseparable.

3 Expand the following notes in italics using the verb get and an appropriate particle to
complete the sentences.

7 Icarr't details computer artd I need them urgently.

2 I can't it at all. The capsule's too big to swallow.

3 It took her ages lack confidence, but she's fine now.

4 Everybody's annoying me today;they really my nerves.

5 I know it better it chest, but it's not easy to talk about it.

6 lbad habit checking that the door was locked several times.

7 You notwards. There's something wrong withthe phone lines.

8 Don't worry.Hefeet no time.

4 Some of the sentences below are correct and some have mistakes in them. Tick the
correct sentences and correct the mistakes in the prepositions.

1 My children depend for me for everlrthing as I'm a single parent.

2 She worries about everything, no matter how small and insignificant.

3 I can't say when my present mood dates to.

4 Do you think I'll benefit from these tablets ?

5 The doctor prescribed me by a new drug for my depression.

6 lt's difficult to cope with work and the family at the same time.

7 Have you any idea where all these mood changes have come about?

8 My wife blames me of what has happened.

9 I have to admit I've thought on harming myself, but not for long.

10 The name derives from a Latin word for sleep.
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Patient A in elevated mood
Name:
Age:
Sex:
Employment status:
Mood: very happy / elevated mood / euphoria / mania
Clothes: extravagant
Appearaflc€:
Behavio
Insight:

ur: extravagant gestures

Speech: animated talking to the doctor

Patient B in a state of anxiety
Name:
Age:

Employment status:
Mood: anxious
Clothes: extravagant

^A.ppearaflc€ : worried look
Behaviour: fidgeting / sitting on edge of seat
Insight:
Speech: quick
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7 Grammar test
I Complete the sentences below by using one of the following items. Put the modal

verb in the past and decide whether it needs to be positive or negative.

cancatch cango must itch need pay should come
should give should use would start

1 Mrs Jones - the cream on it. It's made it worse.

2-thedermatologist-meaprescriptionforthis?

3Yourarm-alotwiththatrash.ItIooksasifyouscratcheditbadly.

4|- tothecl inicsooner.Thepsoriasisisnowquitebad.

5He-intoshockifyouhadn,tstoppedhimeatingthenuts.

6He-headliceagain.Thechildreninschoolhavebeengiventheall-clear.

7We-theclinictwentyminutesago,butthecomputer,sbeendownfor
half an hour.

8 He - for treatment. It was free. So he saved a lot of money.

2 Complete each sentence beginning 1-5 with two of the text fragments a-j.

1 Whatlshouldhavedone

2 Whathecouldhave

3 Ineedn'thave

4 lwould've

5 Ican'thave

a donewasgotohisGP

b made a mistake like that

c was read a few more artides

d andgetarepeatprescription

e butanotheronecameup

f Theyhavechangedtheformat

g tokeepmyselfup-to-date

h applied for the new dermatology post

i I'm always so careful
j filled in all those forms for my portfolio

Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form to complete the sentence. In one
sentence a passive is required.

1Thepatientforgot-(make)theappointmentforthismorning.That's
why she didn't turn up as scheduled.

2 Getting the clinic started on time requires - (ensure) the staff are
punctual.

3Shestopped-(come)totheclinicbecausenothingwasheIpingherskin.

4 I regret - (not apply) for the consultant post now.

5Idon,tremember-(tel l ) tousethecreamtwiceaday.

6 Always avoid- (be)out inthe sun around midday.
7 I must admit to - (not follow) the instructions you gave me for the

treatment.

8Ishouldn,thavekepton-(take)thetabletsastheymademeveryilI.

9 I meant - (get) here earlier so everlrthing would be ready for the ward
round.

10 Youhaven'tfinished- (use) the crezun,yousay.
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8 Grammar test
I Underline the correct words to complete the sentences. Sometimes more than one

answermaybe possible.

1 It's an operation which is done / done / who is done under local anaesthetic.

2 It's an instrument that is inserted / insertedthrough a small hole in the tummy wall
to have a Iook inside.

4

5

We're going to do somethingwhich is called / that is called / called acolostomy, that
/ where / when we make an opening near your belly button.

It's aprocedurewhen / where / whatwenumb the skin andtake atinysample.

It's an operation which is performed / performedunder general anaesthetic when /
where / that the tonsils at the back of the throat are removed.

It's aprocedurewhich /thatisveryroutine,butwhich /thatrequires alotof skill
when we are inside the body.

7 We're going to do a procedure when / where / that we pump some air into the
baby's back passage to unfold the part ofthe gut that has telescoped / telescoped.

Addthe following words in a suitable place inthe sentences.

carried out performed a procedure where something called
used to (x 2) where

1 Pre-operative examination in anaesthesia is an examinationto see if the patient is
fit for surgery.

2 We're going to do a hysterectomy, where the womb is removed.

3 You're going to have thyroidectomy, which is the thyroid is removed.

4 A liver biopsy is a procedure a tiny sample is taken from the liver.

5 We're going to do something called a vagotomy, a procedure reduce acid
production from the stomach body and fundus.

6 A lumpectomy under general anaesthetic will be carried out this afternoon.

7 Myocardial perfusion imaging is a non-invasive method assess regional blood flow
and the cellular integrity of mycoctes.

Write your own sentences using the prompts below. Use a zero relative in each
senlence.

1 nephectomy / operation / remove

2 something / Iaparotomy / general anaesthetic / inside tummy

3 it / operation / general anaesthetic / cut out / part of gut / prevent spread / groMh

4 sedation / state / is reduction in conscious level / induce drugs

5 procedure / do / local anaesthetic / back numb / remove skin tag
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I Grammar test
I Add the verbs to the appropriate sentences using the tenses in brackets below. Then

match the sentence beginnings with phrases a-h.

advance end get lead open see undergo

1 lust wait here and I - (will Future)the
doctorforyou

2 DrAdams- (Future Perfect) thelecture on
hypertension

3 Professor Gomez - (Present Simple) her PhD
students

4 It's booked. She - (Present Continuous)the
operation

5 I- (Future Perfect Continuous) onthis ward

6 The clinic- (wi/lFuture) whenthe
consultant arrives

7 Medicine-(FuturePerfect)considerably

8 You - (Future Continuous) a normal life

Decide whether it is possible to swap the verb phrases in italics in each pair of
sentences below.

7 a We'II have done five years in the cardiac unit this time next week.

b She' II hav e b e e n doing her cardiology rotation for a month this Friday.

2 a Mr Tennari performs his first heart operations this Thursday.

b Mr Tennant'II be performing the heart transplant tomorrow afternoon.

3 a Professor Hadid is giving her lecture at 7 p.m. this evening.

b Annie wiII deliver the training the day after tomorrow.

4 a How longwtll you have been working in cardiology at the end of this
academicyear?

b tffhen are you working this Wednesday?

5 a He'/l co me and see Mr Clubb in the ward aftet the stent has been inserted.

b He comes to see me the day after tomorrow

Unjumble the words in italics to complete the sentences.

Patient Howlong before / be / work / wiII / back / go / can / to / it / 117

Doctor Mmm,Ithinkworking /you/ again/ withinl be / about/wil l/ two / months2.

Patient And what about driving? Can I start that soon?

Doctor Ithinkwait/ to / you / while / need / a / yet / wills,perhaps sixweeks.

Patient Can't I start sooner?

Doctor Youputting / your / a / strain/ heart / wiII / on / be4,l'mafraid,ifyoustartany
sooner. We ch eck-up / wiII / you / for / a / have / in 5 in a couple of weeks and
we'll see on / then / getting / are / how / you6.lthirrkyour / you / nine / are / at
/ zgth / having / up / on / check-up / the1.

Patient Yes. That's right.

Doctor Thethen / clinic / starts / wiII / first / first / and / you / out / so / be / tn8.

work

a by5p.m.

b at 2 p.m.this
Friday.

c onFridaysthis
month.

d by2030.

e inafewminutes.

f inamatterof
days.

g fortwoyears now
nextmonth.

h immediately.
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lO Grammar test
Cross out the alternatives in italics in the sentences below which are not suitable.
Where no article is required, cross out allthe alternatives.

1, The / An advice the / a doctor gave me was really helpful, so sometimes it is worth
listening to the / an people's suggestions.

2 A / The peak flow meter I have has something wrong with it. D o the / a devices like
this often go wrong?

3 Nlthe / a patients with the / abreathlessness need the / a careful examination
with the / a detailed history being taken as well.

4 She had the / a tightness in the / a chest andthe / a pains down her left arm.The / A
pains really scared her.

5 With the / a bronchitis, there's the / a cough which can last for the / a daysbut with
no breathlessness.

6 The / A /An asthmaaffedsthe / a /an increasingnumberof the / apeopleinthe / a
population.

7 Onthe / a news it says fhe / a pollen in the / a / an air is quite bad today. Not all
pollentriggers the / a reaction for me,though.

8 You've got the / a post-nasal drip, which is giving you the / a tickly cough.

Keep, change, or remove the definite articles in the sentences belowto make them
correfi.

1 From what you have told me, it doesn't look as if it's the TB.

2 There were the evident expiratory crackles on the auscultation.

3 The information on the inhalers can be found on the website for the British
Thoracic Society.

4 Among the characteristics of the lung tumour are the slow resolving pneumonia
andthe anorexia.

5 He has been complaining of the intermittent haemoptysis for the past few
months.

6 .A.part from the nature of the sputum, what investigations / tests would you do to
establish whether this is the case ofthe severe bronchiectasis?

7 In the case of the mesothelioma it is possible for the patient to be asymptomatic.

8 The allergy easily produces the reaction like this.

Swap an article between each pair of sentences so that they both make sense.

1 a The pleural effusion is a condition where there is fluid in the pleural cavity.

b A chest X-ray here will help establish a diagnosis quite easily, I think.

2 a The cost of the treatment of asthma over the lifetime is considerable.

b The nurse asked a patient to explain the procedure to her.

3 a The graph provides an information needed for the analysis of the data.

b The easy way of dealing with the problem is for students to have more time to
devote to respiratory medicine.

4 a I've had the very irritating cough since the last time I came into the clinic.

b A friend of mine had a same thing and they gave him a scan.
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ll Grammar test

2

3

In the text below, the first linking word or phrase in each set is correct. Decide which if
either of the other two items in each case are suitable.

The eggs are ingested when / once / thent someone eats with unwashed hands a1ter
/ where / afterwards2they have scratched itchy perianal skin.When / As soon as /
Ihen 3 people eat without washing their hands, the eggs are transferred on fingers
or under fingernails to the mouth. Ingested ova then / after / once a hatch in the
stomach. A-ft er that / ThenlNext 5 they migrate to the appendix and the caecum,
where / when / as soonas 6 they invade the crypts . Once / When / As soonas 7 they
mature into adult worms, the females migrate through the anus (usually at night),
where / when / thens Iheylay eggs on the perianal skin and perineum.Next / Then /
Afier thate the eggs are carried on faeces or picked up under the fingernails during
scratching. There is no multiplication inside the body. The cycle then / after that /
once 10 repeats itself.

Which life cycle is being described in l?

Decide whether a or b is better for expressing items r-7. In some cases both may
be correct.

1 agreeing

2 disagreeing

3 inviting someone to
speak

4 agreeingand
disagreeing

5 apologizing for
speaking over someone

6 adding information

7 taking the Iead in the
discussion

4 Below are statements from the beginning of a problem-solving exercise with four
students. Number the statements in the order thev occur.

a Ithinkyouareright.
b Yes, brilliant. That's the answer.

a You'rewrong.
b I'm not so sure if that's the right way of doing it.

a Alan,what doyouthink?
b What about you A,Ian, what do you think?

a I think you are right, but we also need to ...
b That's vrrong,we needto...

a Sorrybutcanlgofirst?
b Oh,I'm sorry. You go first.

a This is perfectly OK, but do we need to consider...?
b You're completely right, but what about...?

a Is i tOKif l 'mthechair?
b Do we need to choose someone to chair the group ?

LJ Andy Weagree,then?

[_l CharlieandAnna Yes.! fearo I don't mind taking the notes and taking the lead if that's OK with everyone.

! enna OK,shallwe
appoint someone to take notes
and lead the discussion?! tedro Oh yes, I think you're right; we need to make sure we know what we're

being askedto do.

! Ctrarlie Yes, we need to do that, but could we first just go though the problem
solving to make sure we understand it?
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12 Grammar test
I Make negative questions using the jumbled words below.

1 call/doctor/yet/you?

2 go / home / can / today / then / I?

3 to/same / could/I/ just / stick /rather /than/this /treatment / new / device?

4 test / before / operation / I / should / have / blood?

5 stitches / out / getting / will /today / | | be / the?

6 just / bandages / myself / easier / me / change / would / it / be?

7 the / letter / hospital / to / you / yet / send?

8 have / this / ward /T\17

9 should / doctor / to / next / be / see / l?

tO medication /be /time / for / my?

2 Choose the two most suitable doctor's answers below to the questions in l.

1 a Yes, he's on his way.

b Just relax and sit down.

c I ' l lcheckwhereheis.

2 a We needtowait just a little longerto
be sure you're OK.

b Another z4 hours and you should be
OK to go.

c No,youcan't.

3 a Ofcoursenot.

b This new one is more efficient.

c lt's notworking as well as the new
device would for you.

4 a There is no needto remind us.

b It'll be donetoday. Don't worry.

c Oh, yes. You'll needto have one.

5 a No,Ithinktheyneedanotherday.

b Not all.

c We'Il have a look at them later this
morning and see.

6 a Noway.

b It's OK- a nurse can come in and
see to them.

c They needto be seen by a nurse,
I'm afraid.

7 a Yes,andwe'vejusthadthereply.

b Yes.

c We're still waiting for a reply,I'm
afraid.

8 a Noneofthewardshave.

b Only somewards have them.

c You can see there aren't any.

9 a No.Justwaityourturn.

b No, but you'll be very soon.

c I thinkyour name's coming soon.

10 a Oh,yes,youareright.

b Just hold on.

c Yes, in abouttwenty minutes.

Complete the sentences belowto give the meaning indicated.

1astrongcriticism:-histabletsafterhe'seaten?

2 a mild criticism: - in his chair for a while?

3 a reminder: - the tea trolley - soon?

4 avoiding criticism: - this device - a bag - it in?

5showingshock/surprise:-Johnnie-byanyoneatallyet?

6 persuasion / demand: - scan my brain to be sure?
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Unit I
L was running

2 hadn't experienced

3 had been sitting, stood up, came on

4 's been getting, decided

5 began

6 came,found,was just lying

7 was standing, started, passed out

8 hadn't had, happened,'ve been feeling

1 was walking, sat, was, happened (PC, SB SB SP)

2 has been sweating, haven't seen (Pres Perf Cont,
Pres Perf)

3 has been attending, was lying (Pres Perf Cont, PC)

4 collapsed, was coming, hadn't complained (Sq PC,
Past Perf)

5 has been, hasn't been having or hasn't had (Pres
Perf, Pres Perf Cont or Pres Perf)

Unit 2
1 've just cut,'m bleeding, hurts

2 has, 's had, is going

3 'm getting,'ve twisted, seems

4 is eating, doesn't have, hasn't left

5 's healing, 've slashed,looks

6 've removed, 's feeling, needs

7 Have I recovered, thinks, 'm waiting

1 If your foot is still hurting

2 come straight here

3 come and see us

4 Youneedtotake

5 You're going to have

6 and see us if

7 If your foot becomes discoloured

8 You need to come

Students'own answers

Unit 3
Where were youwhenthe problem started?

Is the phlegm yellow or green?

What else is worrying you? / What else are you
worried about?

What do you think caused / has caused the rash?

Could you describe a bit more how it all
happened?

Do you have / Have you got any pain?

Did you bang / Have you banged your knee on
something at anytime?

How long have you had the headache?

b

a,f.

L

d

b

a

a,c

I Possible answers

1 whatbringsyou/ hasbroughtyou

2 What exactly is the

3 long've you had it

4 Have you (ever) had it

5 Can you tell me a little bit more about the

6 doyougetthepain

7 Does it spread anywhere else

8 Haveyoutakenanythingforit

gl

hl
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2

3

4

5

2r
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Unit 4
necessity

possibility

expectation

strong advice

expectation

They should be able to have children.

The diagnosis must be wrong.

He can come to the lecture if he wants to.

The medication can have some side effects.

Can't I just have something to make me more
relaxed?

The doctor says I must rest.

He mustn't smoke around his pregnant wife.

The baby should be born later this afternoon.

6 possibility / persuasion

7 necessity

8 persuasion

9 conclusion

L0 obligation

9 about

10 ,/

Unit 6
l usedtorun

2 usedto / would attend

3 get used to working

4 usedto/wouldstudy

5 'll ever get used to taking

6 wasn'tusedtolistening

7 usedto /would getup, go

8 Didn't Professor Barker used to work

l f  4 d 7 e

2h 5 g 8 c

3a 6 b

Possible answers

1 give you physiotherapy to get you as mobile as
possible before you go home

2 testyouto see howyou get in and out ofbedby
yourself

3 watch you to monitor how far you can cope on
your own in a home setting

4 watch in order to see if you can cook for yourself

5 modify the carpets in your home to stop you
tripping, for example.

6 assess you in order to see how you cope with
stairs

7 go overyour flat to check if your home
environment is suitable to return to

8 to ensure that it is completely safe for you to go
home

Unit 7
1 shouldn't have used

2 Shouldn't the
dermatologist have
given

3 must've itched

4 should've come

5 could've gone

6 can't have caught

7 would have started

8 didn't need to pay

1 c,g 3 j , f  s b, i

2 a,d 4 h,e
1 on 5 with

2./  6, /

3 from 7 from

4/ 8 for

1 making

2 ensuring

3 coming

4 not applying

5 being told

6 being

7 not following

8 taking

9 to get

10 using

Unit 5
1 at 5 over

2 down 6 throughto

3 back 7 off

4 on 8 into

2 Separable:2

I I I can't get at the details in the computerandl need
themurgently.

2 I can't get it down at all. The capsule's too big to
swallow.

3 It took her ages to get over her lack of confidence,
but she's fine now.

4 Everybody's annoying me today;they're really
getting on my nerves.

5 I know it3 better to get it off my chest, but it's not
easyto talk about it.

6 l got into a bad habit of checking thatthe door was
locked severaltimes.

7 You can't get through to the wards.There's
something wrong withthe phone lines.

8 Don't worry. He'II get back on his feet in no time.
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Unit 8
1 whichis done / done

2 that is inserted / inserted

3 which is called / that ls called / called. where

4 where

5 which is performed / performed, where

6 which / that, which / that

7 where,that has telescoped

1 Pre-operative examination in anaesthesia is an
examination carried out to see if the patient is fit
for surgery.

2 We're going to do something called a
hysterectomy, where the womb is removed.

3 You're going to have thyroidectomy, which is a
procedure where the thyroid is removed.

4 A liver biopsy is a procedure where a tiny sample
is taken from the liver.

5 We're going to do something called a vagotomy,
a procedure used to reduce acid production from
the stomach body and fundus.

6 A lumpectomy performed under general
anaesthetic will be carried out this afternoon.

7 Myocardial perfusion imaging is a non-invasive
method used to assess regional blood flow and
the cellular integrity of mycoctes.

Possible answers

1 A nephrectomy is an operation (performed) to
remove akidney.

2 We're going to perform something called a
laparotomy (which is) done under general
anaesthetic to look inside your tummy.

3 It's an operation done under general anaesthetic
to cut out part ofthe gut to prevent the spread of
the growth.

4 Sedation is a state where there is a reduction in
the conscious level induced by drugs.

5 lt's a procedure done under local anaesthetic,
where the back is numbed to remove a skin tag.

Unit 9
L' l lget ,h

2 will have ended, a

3 sees,c

4 's undergoing, b

5 'll have been working, g

6 will open, e

7 willhave advanced,d

8 'll be leading, f

1 Not possible

2 Possible

3 Possible

4 Not possible

5 Not possible

L ...wil l i t be before I can gobacktowork?

2 ... you will be working again within about two
months

3 ... you'll need to wait a while yet

4 ... (you)'ll be putting a strain on your heart

5 ... (We)'ll have you in for a check-up

6 ... how you are getting on then

7 ... you're having your check-up on the zgth at nine.

8 ... clinic starts then, so you'll be first in and first
out.

Unit lO
1r.

z

3

4

5

7

8

The advice the doctor gave me was really helpful,
so sometimes it is worth listening to people's
suggestions.

The peak flow meter I have has something wrong
with it. Do devices like this often go wrong?

All patients with breathlessness need careful
examination with a detailed history being taken
as well.

She had tightness in the chest and pains down her
left arm. The pains really scared her.

With bronchitis, there's a cough which can last
for days but with no breathlessness.

Asthma affects an increasing number of people in
the population.

On the news it says the pollen in the air is quite
bad today. Not all pollen triggers a reaction for me,
though.

You've got a post-nasal drip, which is giving you a
tickly cough.
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2 1 From what you have told me, it doesn't look as if
it's TB.

2 There were evident expiratory crackles on
auscultation.

3 Information on inhalers can be found on the
website for the British Thoracic Society.

4 Among the characteristics of lung tumour are
slow resolving pneumonia and anorexia.

5 He has been complaining of intermittent
haemoptysis for the past few months.

6 Apart from the nature of the sputum, what
investigations / tests would you do to establish
whetherthis a case ofsevere bronchiectasis?

7 In the case of mesothelioma it is possible for the
patient to be asymptomatic.

8 (An) allergy easily produces a reaction like this.

Unit 12
| 1 Haven't you called the doctor yet?

2 Can'tI gohometodaythen?

3 Couldn't I just stick to the same treatment rather
than use this new device?

4 Shouldn't I have a blood test before the operation?

5 Won't I be getting the stitches out today?

6 Wouldn't it be easier for me just to change the
bandages myself?

7 Haven't you sent the letter to the hospital yet?

8 Doesn'tthiswardhaveTV?

9 Shouldn't I be next to see the doctor?

10 Isn't ittime for my medication?

3 t a Apleuraleffusion

2 a a lifetime

L once

3 As soon as

5 Then/Next

b the diagnosis

b the patient

3atheinformat ion bAneasyway

4 a averyirritatingcough b thesamething

Unit 1l
I Only the correct answers are given below.

I Other answers maybe possible.

1- Shouldn't you give him his tablets after he's
eaten?

2 Couldn't he sit in his chair for a while?

3 Isn't the tea trolley coming soon?

4 Doesn't this device have a bag to carry it in?

5 Hasn't Johnnie been seen by anyone at all yet?

6 Can'tyoujust scan mybrainto be sure?

2 1 a,c

2 a,b

3 b,c

4 b,c

5 a,c 9 b,c

6 b,c L0 a,c

7 a,c

8 a,b

7 When / As soon as

9 Then/Afterthat

2

3

Enterobius vermicularis (threadworm / pinworm)

Lalb 4a 7b

2b 5 b

3 alb 6 a/b

4 Anna OK,shallwe appointsomeonetotake notes
and lead the discussion?

Andy Yes,that's a good idea.

Pedro I don't mind taking the notes and taking the
lead, if that's OK with everyone one.

Andy Weagree,then?

CharlieandAnna Yes.

Pedro OK. Shall we start by making a list of the
problems?

CharlieYes, we need to do that, but could we first just
go though the problem solving to make sure
we understand it?

Pedro Oh yes,I think you're right;we need to make
sure we know what we're being asked to do.



-ve+ve
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A;AA

Ab
ABC

ABG

Ac

adlib

AIDS

AXR

Bd

BM'/BMA

BNF

BP

bPm

Ca

ccu
CHD

CI

cNs
COPD

CPR

CRF

CRP

csF
CT

cvs
cxR
d

dl

DoH
(orDH)

D&V

DvT
ECG

Echo

ENT

ERCP

EUA

FB

FBC

FroM

g

GA

GCS

GI

GP

cu(M)
h

HAV

Hb

HIV

HRT

HSV

IBD

IBW

IM

INR

ITU

iu

rvG)
IAIVIA

Kg

t

IaW

tFT

IKKS

tP

tuo

negative and positive, respectively

increased, decreased, and normal,
respectively (e.g. serum level)

diagnosis;AA means differential diagnosis
(list of possibilities)

antibody

airway, breathing, and circulation: basic life
support

arterial blood gas

ante cibum (before food)

ad libitum;as much/as often as wanted
(Latin for af pleasure)

acquired immunodefi cienry slmdrome

abdominal x-ray (plain)

bis die (twice a day)

British Me dical I ournal/British Me dical
Association

B ritish N ational F or mulary

blood pressure

beats per minute (e.g. pulse)

cancer

coronary care unit

coronary heart disease

contraindications

central nervous system

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

cardiopulmonary resuscitation

chronic renalfailure

c-reactive protein

cerebrospinal fluid

computertomography

cardiovascular system

chest x-ray

day(s) (also expressed as /7)

decilitre

Department of Health (UK)

diarrhoea andvomiting

deep venous thrombosis

electrocardiogram

echocardiogram

ear, nose, and throat

endoscopic retrograde
cholangiopancreatography; see also MRCP

examination under anaesthesia

foreign body

fullbloodcount

fulIrange of movements

gram

general anaesthetic

Glasgow coma scale

gastrointestinal

general practitioner

genitourinary (medicine)

hour

hepatitisAvirus

haemoglobin

HBsAg/HBV hepatitis B surface antigen/hepatitis B
virus

HCV (HDV) hepatitis C virus (HDV is hepatitis D virus)

human immunodefi ciency virus

hormone replacement therapy

herpes simplexvirus

inflammatory bowel disease

idealbodyweight

intramuscular

international normalized ratio
(prothrombin ratio)

intensive therapy unit

international unit

intravenous (infusion)

Iournal of the American MedicalAssociation

kilogram

litre

leanbodyweight

liver function test

liver, kidney (R), kidney (t), spleen

lumbarpuncture

left upper quadrant



pg

mane

MAOI

MC&S

m8

MI

min(s)

mt

mmHg

MND

MRCP

MRI

MRSA

MS

NAD

NBM

ND

ng

NG(r)
NHS

NICE

Nocte

NR

N&V

od

OD

OHCMT

oHcsS

OHFP2

OHGP2

OHP2

OHPC

Om;On

OPD

oRh-

OT

PE

PEF(R)

PERTA

PMH

PO

PR

PRN

PV

qds

qqh

R

RA

RBC

RCT

RFT

Rh

RUQ

S or sec

SE

soB

SR

Stat

STD/STI

sv(n)
TO

TB

tds

tid

TPR

U

U&E

us(s)
WBC;WCC

wk(s)

yr(s)

mrcrogram

moming (from Latin; the'e' may be
written'6')

monoamine oxidase inhibitors

microscopy, culture, and sensitivity

milligram

myocardial infarction

minute(s)

millilitre

millimetres of mercury

motor neurone disease

magneticimaging
cholangiopancreatography (also Member
of Royal College of Physicians)

magnetic resonance imaging

methicillin-resistant Stap hylococcus aureus

multiple sclerosis

nothing abnormal detected

nilbymouth

notifiable disease

nanogram

nasogastric (tube)

National Health Service (UK)

National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence www.nice.org.uk

at night

normalrange

nausea and/or vomiting

omnidie (once daily)

overdose

Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine,T e,
OUP, Longmore et al

Oxford Handbook of Clinical Specialties,8e,
OUB Collier & Longmore

Oxfor d Handb o ok for th e F o un d ation
Programme,2e, OUP, Hurley et al

Oxford Handbook of General Pradice,2e,
OUP,Simonetal

Oxford Handbook of Psychiatry , 2e , OUP,
Semple et al

Oxford Handbook of Palliative Care, OUP,
Watson et al

omni mane (in the mornin g) ; omni no ct e (at
night)

outpatients department

blood group O, Rh negative

occupational therapist

pulmonaryembolism

peak expiratory flow (rate)

pupils equal and reactive to light and
accommodation

past medical history

peros (bymouth)

per rectum (by the rectum)

pro re nata (as required)

per vaginam (by the vagina)

quater die sumendus (to be taken 4x daily);

quafta quaque hora: every 4h

right

rheumatoid arthritis

redblood cell

randomized control trial

respiratory function tests

Rh; not an abbreviation, but derived from
the rhesus monkey

right upper quadrant

second(s)

side-effect(s)

short ofbreath (SOB(O)E: short ofbreath on
exercise)

slow-release (also called MR, modified-
release)

statim (immediately; as initial dose)

sexually-transmitted disease or sexually-
transmitted infection

syndrome

temperature

tuberculosis

ter die sumendus (to be taken 3 times a day)

ter in die (3 times a day)

temperature, pulse, and respirations count

units

urea and electrolytes and creatinine

ultrasound (scan)

white blood cell: white blood cell count

week(s)

year(s)
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